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Introd ction
In , im Long presented a seminal paper at the International S mposi m of the International 
Co ncil on S stems Engineering in which he set o t the relational conte t for a range of ehavioral 
views sed to depict the logical architect re of s stems nder st d  or design. That doc ment has 
g ided o r thin ing and conte t for the ens ing ears, giving s a wa  of thin ing a o t the str ct re 
of o r presentation of design information.

Over the ears, we have come to the reali ation that the wor  Long started in that paper was an 
invitation for s to e tend its application to other views. is rst steps have inspired s to contin e the 
o rne  and to spread the val e of his approach to an even wider a dience. In that spirit we o er this 

paper in the hope that it rings discipline and rigor to the s stems engineering conversation and proves 
as helpf l to the reader as his paper has for a diences across the ears.

Comm nication
The INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook la s o t ve essential ene ts of model ased s stems 
engineering

• Improved communications among the development sta eholders e.g. the c stomer,
program management, s stems engineers, hardware and so ware developers, testers, and 
specialt  engineering disciplines .

• Increased ability to manage system complexity  ena ling a s stem model to e viewed 
from m ltiple perspectives and to anal e the impact of changes.

• Improved product quality  providing an nam ig o s and precise model of the
s stem that can e eval ated for correctness and completeness. 

• Enhanced knowledge capture and re se of the information  capt ring information
in more standardi ed wa s and leveraging ilt in a straction mechanisms inherent in model
driven approaches. This in t rn can res lt in red ced c cle time and lower maintenance costs 
to modif  the design.

• Improved ability to teach and learn SE fundamentals  providing a clear and
nam ig o s representation of the concepts INCOSE  S stems Engineering and oo , 

p. .

A o t Vitech
or over two decades, Vitech has helped organi ations raise their s stems engineering pro cienc  

thro gh a tailored com ination of training, services, and so ware.  engaging with Vitech, organi ations 
aro nd the glo e increase their prod ctivit , enhance agilit , and red ce pro ect ris . 

nli e siloed approaches and prod cts that mas  critical conte t and s stem interactions, Vitech s 
approach and its ENESYS  and CORE  so ware em race the holistic aspects of s stems engineering. 
These sol tions ena le teams to clearl  capt re and address s stems concerns from pro lem 
identi cation thro gh re irements, architect re, and testing in an integrated model. These sol tions 
manage critical interrelationships to g arantee consistenc  and design integrit . The res lt is a team 
empowered to engineer with con dence, free to foc s on creativit , innovation, and anal sis to 
e ectivel  deliver against sta eholder needs.
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The goal of lang age is to give voice to the meaning that we assign to the 
tho ghts, e periences, and o servations we e perience thro gho t 
o r lives. In the conte t of model ased s stems engineering, this tas  

ears the rden of conve ing the meaning of o r sol tion designs. 
We ild a data model of the sol tion and o en alternatives  
composed of the elements, relationships, and attri tes of the 
s stem sol tion.

The lang age that we se to depict the sol tions nder design 
consists of a set of views. These ma  e graphical or word

ased, t in an  case, the  represent a s set of information 
from or a o t the model arranged for presentation according 
to a set of r les prescri ed for constr cting that view. Views are 
or sho ld e  constr cted  er ing the model for the needed 

information and then assem ling the information into an agreed
pon format.

This paper disc sses that lang age and its ilding loc s. We will e amine vario s s stems engineering 
views in some detail, pa ing partic lar attention to the information the  conve , the format the  se 
to conve  it, and the intended a dience the  are designed to reach. The intent is not to provide an 
e ha stive treatise on the detailed notation a p rpose etter served  g ides, te t oo s, and formal 
speci cations , t instead an overview of man  views, the information that nderpins them, their 
interrelationships, and their e ective se.

Considering the A dience
An  consideration of the choice of e pressions m st egin with the a dience. The p rpose of 
comm nication is to transfer information and the meaning  assigned to it in a wa  that creates a 
pict re in the mind of the a dience that matches the pict re in the sender s mind. Therefore, the rst 
criterion in choosing a representation or view is that it m st spea  to the intended a dience. In this 
wa , the sender can cast the information or meaning in a form that will e nderstood  the a dience 
in the same wa  it is  the sender.

What will spea  to a given a dience is determined  the ac gro nd and e perience that shape the 
wa  the a dience comm nicates. If the a dience is a gro p of siness administration professionals, 
the  are li el  to e acc stomed to and comforta le with ow charts as a wa  of depicting process 

ows. Other e pressions of process ows se ence diagrams, for e ample  ma  show inp ts, o tp ts, 
and se ences, t do so in a wa  that need e planation and an orientation to the view. The choice of 
an nfamiliar view slows or o str cts comm nication, so the sender m st e conscio s of the potential 
for this pro lem given the a dience ac gro nd and composition.

The lang age 
that we se to depict 
the sol tions nder 
design consists of 

a set of views.
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A o t the A thors
Zane Scott is Vice President for Professional Services at Vitech Corporation. 

e is responsi le for cons lting and training operations. A fre ent logger 
and presenter, Zane has ta ght the f ndamentals of model ased s stems 
engineering in a variet  of se ngs, incl ding the deliver  of the SE  t torial 
at the INCOSE International S mposi m in , , and . With David 
Long, Zane co a thored Vitech s Primer for Model-Based Systems Engineering.

Zane is active in INCOSE as co chair of the Corporate Advisor  oard, a mem er 
of the oard of Directors, and a mem er of the rst cohort of the INCOSE 

Technical Leadership Instit te. Zane has a diverse ac gro nd which incl des a .A. in Economics from 
Virginia Tech and a .D. from the niversit  of Tennessee School of Law. e has wor ed as a litigator, 
and is trained as a hostage crisis negotiator and mediator. Prior to coming to wor  for Vitech, Zane 
was a senior process cons ltant assisting government and private clients with process modeling and 
improvement pro ects.

or over  ears, David Long has foc sed on helping organi ations increase 
their s stems engineering pro cienc  while sim ltaneo sl  wor ing to advance 
the state of the art across the comm nit . David is the fo nder and president of 
Vitech Corporation, where he developed CORE , a leading s stems engineering 
so ware environment. e co a thored A Primer for Model-Based Systems 
Engineering, and is a fre ent presenter at ind str  events aro nd the world. A 
committed mem er of the s stems comm nit  and E pert S stems Engineering 
Professional ESEP , David is a past president of the International Co ncil on 
S stems Engineering INCOSE , a professional organi ation foc sed on sharing, 

promoting, and advancing the est of s stems engineering. In , he received the prestigio s INCOSE 
o nders Award in recognition of his man  contri tions to the organi ation.

David holds a achelor s degree in Engineering Science and Mechanics, as well as a master s degree in 
S stems Engineering from Virginia Tech.
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In ling istic terms, this is a pro lem of prod ctive  and receptive  voca laries. O r prod ctive 
voca lar  is composed of the words we can se to prod ce messages. O r receptive voca lar  
incl des all the words we can recogni e and nderstand in receiving messages from others.

When we spea  or otherwise transmit ideas, we need to se a prod ctive voca lar  that matches the 
receptive voca lar  of o r intended a dience as closel  as possi le. When that happens, we prod ce 
messages that can e received and nderstood  the a dience. If we se a prod ctive voca lar  that 
isn t a part of the receptive voca lar  of the a dience, o r meaning will not e conve ed.

O vio sl , di erent ac gro nds and e periences res lt in the development of di erent receptive 
voca laries. The greater the diversit  of a diences that s stems engineering senders m st comm nicate 
with, the wider the senders  prod ctive voca laries m st e in order to match all potential a diences. 
The s stems engineering a dience is large and ge ng larger. As ac nowledged  the International 
Co ncil on S stems Engineering in their  vision, A World in Motion, Systems Engineering Vision 
2025

Sta eholder E pectations Drive S stem Trends. S stem performance e pectations and man  s stem 
characteristics will re ect the glo al societal and technological trends that shape sta eholder 
val es. E amples of s stem sta eholders are  

 S stem sers 
o The general p lic 
o P lic and private corporations 
o Trained s stem operators 

 S stem Sponsors 
o nding organi ations 
o Investors 
o Ind strial leaders and politicians 

 Polic  Ma ers 
o Politicians 
o P lic private administrators 

Across a wide variet  of domains, sta eholders are demanding increased f nctionalit , higher 
relia ilit , shorter prod ct life c cles, and lower prices. Sta eholders are also demanding 
environmentall  and sociall  accepta le sol tions that ass re safet  and personal sec rit  while 
delivering more val e to the sers. In ma imi ing val e to sta eholders, s stems engineers have 
to cope with greater levels of comple it  and interdependence of s stem elements as well as cost, 
sched les and alit  demands. INCOSE , A World in Motion, Systems Engineering Vision 
2025, p. .
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Additional Reso rces
Those interested in more information on s stems engineering representations and the concept of 
integrated model ased s stems engineering ma  appreciate the following reso rces

• IPS , Dra  ederal Information Processing Standards P lication , NIST, .
 Sanford riedenthal, Alan Moore, and Ric  Steiner, A Practical ide to S sML  The S stems   

    Modeling Lang age, rd edition OM  Press, .
 oe olt and Simon Perr , S sML for S stems Engineering, nd edition  A Model ased 

Approach, IET, .
 Ro ert Lano, The N  Chart TRW So ware Series, .
 David Long and Zane Scott, A Primer for Model ased S stems Engineering, nd edition, 

.
 im Long, Relationships etween Common raphical Representations in S stems 

Engineering,  Proceedings of the i h Ann al International S mposi m of INCOSE, l   
s se entl  pdated l   and availa le from the Vitech we site at  

www.vitechcorp.com .
 Tim Weil iens, S stems Engineering with S sML ML  Modeling, Anal sis, Design OM  

Press, .
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eca se of s stems engineering s histor  with defense and aerospace disciplines, it is tempting to see 
it in terms that are con ned to those spaces. Whether it is the li ard of acron ms that are partic lar 
to that mar et sector or the se of terms in wa s that are con ned to narrowl  related disciplines, the 

se of argon and speciali ed comm nication limits the readth of comm nication possi le.

It is therefore inc m ent on the s stems engineering profession to adopt as large a set of e pressions 
as possi le in order to e pand the e ective reach of s stems engineering and, in the process, reali e 
the economic opport nit  represented  that e pansion.  comm nicating with a large and diverse 
a dience, s stems engineering can est serve the glo al demand for s stem sol tions.

The Model
 de nition, the essence of model ased s stem engineering is fo nd in the models it creates. A 

s stems engineering model is at its root a representation of a ph sical realit  which can e a pro lem 
or its sol tion. It represents the elements, interrelationships, and characteristics that ma e p the 
s stem eing modeled. The views sed to descri e s ch a model sho ld e drawn directl  from the 
model itself. In the views we will consider, the model resides in a single repositor   a single so rce 
of tr th. That repositor  consists of elements that are modi ed  attri tes o en referred to as 
properties  and related to other elements. This str ct re corresponds to the o ect oriented approach. 

S stems engineering is nderpinned  a f ndamental o en 
nstated  information model. As o  e ec te s stems engineering 
processes as re ected  the INCOSE S stems Engineering 

and oo  or other g ides, o  are implicitl  eliciting, 
developing, anal ing, reviewing, and ltimatel  controlling 

this information. ood model ased s stems engineering 
is far less a o t the diagrams and notations sed to 

comm nicate this model than it is a o t having a clear, 
de ned information model that capt res the elements, 

attri tes, and relationships essential to s ccessf ll  
engineering a s stem. Perhaps most of all, it is a o t the 

relationships, eca se s stems and s stems engineering are 
de ned  the interactions etween parts that deliver the 

performance of the whole.

S stems engineering
is nderpinned 

 a f ndamental 
o en nstated  

information model.
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Concl sion
The fo ndational p rpose of all these views is comm nication. The  each represent a speci c, de ned 
s set of the information that ma es p a s stem model. When the  are drawn from a single model 
with g aranteed c rrenc  and consistenc , the  ecome powerf l tools in representing and anal ing 
the readth of concerns faced when engineering a s stem. t their f ndamental power lies in their 
a ilit  to comm nicate richl  and e ectivel  across a diverse comm nit  of pro ect team mem ers and 
sta eholders. The s stems engineer who draws from this road collection will have at her ngertips the 
a ilit  to match the comm nication needs of her a dience with e actl  the right vehicle for conve ing 

nderstanding of the s stem design.

An  limitation of the set comes at the price of comm nication with all those who might nd the 
e cl ded representations helpf l. Whether this is done in the name of standardi ing  on some s set 
of representations or thro gh a fail re to nderstand and se the views correctl , comm nication is 
impoverished  it.

In the same manner, an  fail re to draw these views directl  from a model ris s oth c rrenc  and 
consistenc . In this case, not onl  is comm nication impaired, t the design integrit  of the s stem 
itself is also p t at ris . If one is forced to maintain drawings  hand, the onl  choice is to limit the 
n m er of representations sed, trading o  the cost of maintaining drawings against the ene t of 
enhanced comm nication.

t lin ing a rich palette of views with a tool powerf l eno gh to maintain, trac , and prod ce them 
o ers the a ilit  to nderstand, design, and comm nicate tailored sol tions to solve the pro lems of a 
glo al environment in need of s stems engineering.

Many Viewpoints, Countless Views, One Integrated Solution
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S stems engineering has not et arrived at a single metamodel that de nes o r concepts, their conte t, 
and the interrelationships in a formal wa  that nderpins the necessar  nowledge capt re, anal sis, 
and comm nication. The following is one representation of critical s stems engineering concepts and 
their interrelationships spanning re irements, ehavior, architect re, and test. ased pon  ears 
of practical application and contin ed evol tion, this integrated model presents a high level view of not 
onl  the ltimate speci cation of a s stem, t also the o rne  to that speci cation  concerns opened 
and closed, ris s identi ed and managed, and more. 

In this single repositor  se ng, views are d namicall  generated directl  from the s stem design 
repositor , ens ring that the  are consistent with c rrent design details. A change made in an  view 
changes the design information in the repositor  and, conversel , a change made to the data ase is 
a tomaticall  re ected in the views. In this wa , the comm nication thro gh the views of the model 
is real time  in representing the c rrent state of the design at the moment the view is generated. 

rthermore, eca se an  changes to a view are re ected directl  into the model itself, all other 
views drawn from the model will comm nicate the model consistent with the latest changes. In short, 
ever one interested in the model can e certain that the  are seeing it  regardless of the chosen view 

 consistentl  and conc rrentl  with the rest of the model s constit enc .

With that ac gro nd, we will t rn o r attention to the lang age of model comm nication.

One Model, Many Interests, Many Views

Constraints are shown as nodes with their vario s e ations and varia les. Lines connecting the nodes 
represent the mappings etween s stems parameters. These lines are la eled with the local varia le  
parameter name at each end. Parametric val es from architect ral entities can e represented as ports 
on the diagram frame or as simple nodes within the diagram.

The interconnected, spider li e nat re of the parametric diagram helps comm nicate the lin ed nat re 
of the anal tics that govern a s stem. At a detail level, the diagrams comm nicate the mathematical 
relationship etween e  s stems parameters to engineers and other sta eholders. At a more a stract 
level, the same diagram is e ective in comm nicating the interdependencies to a non technical 
a dience. owever, parametric diagrams come with a ca tionar  note that is relevant regardless of 
the a dience. Simpl  eca se one can represent e ations and interrelationships graphicall  does not 
mean that one sho ld. Parametric diagrams are easil   and o en  overdone. Rather than representing 
a sol tel  ever thing to an atomic level of detail, parametric diagrams are o en est limited to the e  
s stems e ations.

Mapping for the Parametric Diagram
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Representing Re irements
ierarch  Diagram

The hierarch  diagram  one of the oldest and most sed s stems engineering graphical views 
represents relationships etween several la ers or t pes of elements. There is no pre de ned semantic 
for a hierarch , allowing the creator to de ne the speci c set of relationships to deliver the desired 
representation and insight. Sample ses incl de representing re irements hierarchies as well as 
f nctional composition, ph sical composition, and tracea ilit  across the design. 

A hierarch  diagram is ased on the com ination of a root element and a set of relationships to displa . 
The root element de nes the starting point for the diagram and is classicall  shown as a node on the 
top in a top down representation  or le  in a le to right representation . Individ al elements are 
shown as nodes with the relationships etween the elements shown as connecting lines. Classicall , the 
information content is ept to a minim m with nodes showing element names and perhaps n m er, 
t pe, or class altho gh an  information can e displa ed, as desired . The emphasis in a hierarch  
diagram is on interrelationships, with connecting lines fre entl  la eled to clearl  comm nicate the 
nat re of the relationship etween the elements nless the diagram onl  shows composition a p re 
hierarch  of re irements, f nctions, or components .

Level of Detail: Low
Audience: eneral
Content: Names and 
relationships
Use: M lti level 
decomposition of 
re irements
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Parametric Diagram

Parametric diagrams represent the constraints and anal tics associated with the logical and ph sical 
architect re in a o and line, wiring diagram format rather than the hierarchical representation of a 
constraint DD. This enhances the vis ali ation of the anal tical relationships etween e  s stems 
parameters and the e ations that govern s stems.

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: S stem engineers and s ect matter e perts 
Content: Ph sical and logical architect re aspects with associated e ations and parameters
Use: Mathematical speci cation and vis ali ation of relationships etween e  s stem 
parameters
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Individ al nodes can e e panded or collapsed to show additional relationships or hide additional detail 
as desired to enhance the comm nication val e of the diagram. When a node is collapsed, a lac  
s are is placed in the pper le  corner of the node as an indicator that there are more relationships 
which have not een shown. When an element occ rs m ltiple times on the same diagram as with 
Wor station  in the sample hierarch  diagram , a lac  s are is fre entl  placed in the pper right 

as a c e to the reader.

eca se of its classic format and the a sence of an  speciali ed s m olog , the hierarch  diagram is 
well s ited for all t pes of a diences. The information content is intentionall  ept low to maintain 
foc s on the interrelationships etween s stem elements  composition, tracea ilit , or oth. At its 
core, the hierarch  diagram represents a generic vis al er  with no de ned semantics. 

Re irement Diagram

The re irement diagram is a S sML e tension of the classical hierarch  diagram standardi ing the 
representation of e  aspects of re irements  nota l  decomposition into child re irements 
and tracea ilit  to s stem elements that satisf  or verif  the given re irement. To conve  greater 
information, diagram nodes o en show the element description. As a res lt, re irement diagrams 

ic l  ecome ite large and therefore are fre entl  limited to displa  conte t for st a handf l 
of re irements. Recogni ing this, re irement diagrams are fre entl  complemented with a ta lar 
representation.

Level of Detail: 
Medi m
Audience: S stem
so ware engineers
Content: Names, 
relationships, and 
descriptions
Use: Conte t for 
limited set of 
re irements
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Nodes on a DD represent constraints the e ations governing the s stem and the corresponding 
parameters  as well as their connection points design parameters on elements in the s stem 
architect re . Most fre entl , the design parameters are associated with the ph sical architect re 
components and lin s  or ehavioral architect re f nctions , t the  can e drawn from an where 

in the descriptive s stem model. Nodes displa  the element name, the constraints the e ations that 
govern the anal tics , and the parameters the design val es of interest .

Constraint DDs are a rather clean representation of constraints and the manner in which the  connect 
to the ph sical and logical dimensions of the architect re aspects. Their technical depth ma es them 
well s ited for engineers and other s ect matter e perts. While the  are a sef l representation, the 
hierarchical tree str ct re does not strongl  conve  the nat re and comple it  of the interactions. The 
parametric diagram o en does a m ch etter o  of vis all  representing the lines of convergence and 
divergence to identif  critical parameters in o r model.

Mapping for the Constraint Block Definition Diagram
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A node on a re irement diagram represents a given element and shows its t pe, name, and description. 
The lines connecting nodes represent relationships with the re irement diagram standardi ed to 
represent the following semantics

 A circle with a pl s sign or, less fre entl , the la el containment  re ecting the  
partitioning of a comple  re irement witho t the addition of meaning e.g., the 
decomposition of a compo nd re irement into its atomic statements

 deriveR t  re ecting decomposition into a more detailed re irement where anal sis was 
sed to arrive at the new re irement statement

 satisf  re ecting an assertion that the model element generall  an activit  or a loc  
satis es the re irement  and

 verif  referencing a test case or other aspect of veri cation.

Mapping for the Requirement Diagram

One Model, Man  Interests, Man  Views

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: S stem engineers and s ect matter e perts 
Content: Ph sical and logical architect re aspects with associated e ations and parameters
Use: E pressing anal tics of the s stem design

Constraint loc  De nition Diagram

The constraint loc  de nition diagram constraint DD  is a variant of the ph sical architect re DD 
re ecting the composition of constraints rather than the composition of components. The diagram 

ses a hierarchical la o t to represent the e  e ations and design parameters that govern s stem 
performance.
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The enhanced s m olog  of re irement diagrams serves those who need to nderstand how the 
re irements are satis ed and provides an easil  tracea le view of the relationship of the re irements 
to the applica le activities. owever, that same s m olog  can e an inhi itor when comm nicating 
with those who have not een trained in the notation. re entl , it proves most e ective to se 
hierarch  diagrams with general a diences and e ivalent re irement diagrams with s stems and 
so ware engineers. 

Additional Re irement Views

Re irements are te t all  ased and can e represented in other, more te t al, views. These incl de 
ta les s ch as re irements lists, tracea ilit  matrices, and veri cation matrices  and speci cations 
of vario s con g rations tailored to the needs and ses of the modeler. It is important to note that 
these representations are views as m ch as an  diagram. Properl  implemented, the  are eries of 
the nderl ing s stem model that e tract the desired information and then present it in a str ct red 
te t al format with the information content and la o t tailored to the comm nication p rpose and the 
corresponding a dience.

Tables

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: eneral
Content: 
Re irements, 
properties, and 
relationships
Use: Re irement 
lists  tracea ilit  
matrices  veri cation 
matrices
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Connecting Architect re to Anal sis 
When descri ing the role s stems engineers pla , fre entl  the analog  is drawn to a cond ctor and 
an orchestra. While the coordination aspect is appropriate, the greater analog  falls apart. The etter 
analog  is that of connective tiss e inding together the vario s engineers, s ect matter e perts, 
managers, sers, and sta eholders whose collective nowledge and insights contri te to s ccessf ll  
engineering the right s stem.

S ccessf ll  connecting across the pro ect involves comm nicating ideas a o t what is needed, 
e periences from the past, insights into potential designs, and concerns regarding potential ris s 
and pro lems. It also re ires connecting the man  anal tical considerations that ring rigor to 
s stems engineering. There are a host of detailed anal tical engineering models that govern these 
considerations  forces, resistance, power, id d namics, relia ilit , maintaina ilit , and m ch more. 
Tho gh the man  engineering disciplines and other elds involved ma  have developed independentl , 
these anal tics are not independent. The  are o en closel  co pled and m st e properl  connected in 
order to s ccessf ll  e plore possi le sol tions in the s stems engineering trade space.

M ch in the wa  that the s stems engineer serves as connective tiss e across the pro ect team, the 
sol tion architect re is the connective tiss e connecting e  anal tical models that will ltimatel  govern 
s stem performance and via ilit . Most fre entl , these detailed anal tical models are interrelated 
via the ph sical architect re components and their interconnections , tho gh the ehavioral 
dimension sho ld not e overloo ed. Done properl , the s stem architect re ecomes the one model 
to coordinate them all,  and several graphical representations help capt re and comm nicate these 
critical interrelationships.
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Specifications

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: eneral incl ding contract o cers
Content: S stem or s s stem re irements
Use: Te t al representation of re irements  generall  compliant with a speci c 
doc ment format  sed for milestone reviews and transmission across contract al 

o ndaries matrices
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Mapping for Interface and Physical N2 Diagrams  

On these N  diagrams, the child components are shown on the main diagonal forming an N  N matri  
of cells. Connections  either logical interfaces or ph sical lin s  that connect a pair of components 
are shown on the o diagonal. Since the diagram foc ses on ph sical connection as opposed to 
directionalit , there are no arrows shown on the diagram. Instead, the diagram simpl  represents who 
is connected to whom.

The lac  of directionalit  means that half of the o diagonal locations are red ndant. If A is connected 
to , we now that  is connected to A. Rather than showing this information twice, onl  the pper half 
of the diagram is sed. The lower o diagonal cells will e empt   de nition.

As with the f nctional N  diagram, o  can man all  change the order of the components on the 
diagonal. This can e sef l for cl stering anal sis. It is the raw simplicit  and the cl stering anal sis 
that is the primar  val e of the interface and ph sical N  diagrams.
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Representing the o rne  from Re irements to     
ehavior

Spider Diagram

The spider diagram provides a complete conte t al view of a set of elements and their interrelationships. 
nli e a hierarch  diagram, each entit  is represented once and onl  once. In addition, the free form 

presentation does not arti ciall  impl  a hierarchical relationship that ma  not e ist. The res lt is an 
e tremel  powerf l representation  neither traditional nor S sML  for anal sis and comm nication 
as o  contin e the engineering o rne  thro gh s stems design.

As with a hierarch  diagram, a spider diagram is ased on the com ination of a root element and a 
set of relationships. The element de nes the starting point for the diagram. The set of relationships 
identi es which lin s to traverse when ilding the diagram. The relationships potentiall  m ltiple  

etween the elements are then shown as connecting lines. The lines of convergence and divergence 
help identif  critical aspects in the model.

Level of Detail: Low
Audience: eneral
Content: Names and relationships
Use: Conte t al view of o ects of interest with no implied meaning
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Ports re ect additional design details re ecting how connections connect to the parts. Ports are drawn 
as s ares on the o ndar  of the part, can e nested within other ports, and can e la eled with 
their own name re ecting identit . Ports have arrows re ecting directionalit  of ow in, o t, or ino t . 
Ports optionall  displa  all and soc et st le decorations re ecting provided interfaces drawn as alls 
connected to the port  and re ired interfaces drawn as soc ets .

Internal loc  diagrams have a m ch higher level of detail than a classic ph sical or interface loc  
diagram. This detail and the corresponding notations ma e I Ds ideal for detailed design speci cation 
of logical or ph sical connectivit  when comm nicated to s stem engineers, so ware engineers, and 
s ect matter e perts. This same level of detail can ecome pro lematic at higher levels of a straction 
and with roader a diences. In those cases, it is o en est to leverage the loc  diagram with its 
similar content and str ct re at an architect ral level.

Interface and Ph sical N  Diagrams

Tho gh infre entl  sed, interface and ph sical N  diagrams leverage the same concepts of the 
f nctional N  diagram to represent interfaces and ph sical connections within a s stem or s stem 
segment. These variants of the N  diagram present a simpli ed representation of connectivit  etween 
parts. What these diagrams lac  in technical detail and st le  of vario s loc  diagram representations, 
the  deliver in simplicit  and clarit .

Level of Detail: Low
Audience: eneral
Content: Single level composition 
with corresponding logical 
interface  or ph sical lin  

connections
Use: Identi cation of connections  
cl stering anal sis

Ports re ect additional design details re ecting how connections connect to the parts. Ports are drawn 
as s ares on the o ndar  of the part, can e nested within other ports, and can e la eled with 
their own name re ecting identit . Ports have arrows re ecting directionalit  of ow in, o t, or ino t . 
Ports optionall  displa  all and soc et st le decorations re ecting provided interfaces drawn as alls 
connected to the port  and re ired interfaces drawn as soc ets .

Internal loc  diagrams have a m ch higher level of detail than a classic ph sical or interface loc  
diagram. This detail and the corresponding notations ma e I Ds ideal for detailed design speci cation 
of logical or ph sical connectivit  when comm nicated to s stem engineers, so ware engineers, and 
s ect matter e perts. This same level of detail can ecome pro lematic at higher levels of a straction 
and with roader a diences. In those cases, it is o en est to leverage the loc  diagram with its 
similar content and str ct re at an architect ral level.

Interface and Ph sical N  Diagrams

Tho gh infre entl  sed, interface and ph sical N  diagrams leverage the same concepts of the 
f nctional N  diagram to represent interfaces and ph sical connections within a s stem or s stem 
segment. These variants of the N  diagram present a simpli ed representation of connectivit  etween 
parts. What these diagrams lac  in technical detail and st le  of vario s loc  diagram representations, 
the  deliver in simplicit  and clarit .
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Li e the hierarch  diagram, the spider diagram is a generic vis al er  with no implied semantic 
meaning. As a simple node and line diagram with no special s m olog , it is easil  accessi le  a 

road a dience. ood comm nication in a spider diagram is o en heavil  in enced  the creator. As 
a free form diagram, it sho ld e con g red in a wa  calc lated to displa  the relationships depicted in 
an nderstanda le and informative manner. 

se Case Diagram

Classicall  sed to help elicit re irements from sta eholders, se case diagrams descri e the 
f nctionalit  of a s stem from the ser perspective. The se case diagram is a graphical representation 
of actors h mans , loc s components , and se cases. As s ch, the  are also a ver  e ective ridge 
in the s stems engineering o rne  from re irements to s stem ehavior.

Level of Detail: Low
Audience: eneral
Content: se cases 
and corresponding 
actors components
Use: igh level 
tool to elicit 
re irements  

ridge from 
re irements to 
s stem threads
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Mapping for the Internal Block Diagram (IBD)

In this variant of a component wiring diagram, the parts are shown as nodes on the diagram. In addition 
to the part name, the part role is indicated at the top of the node. Parts that are connected t e ond 
the o nds of the diagram are shown as o es on the diagram frame.

Lines connecting to a node can re ect either the logical connections interfaces  etween parts or, 
more classicall , the ph sical connections lin s  etween parts. As with traditional loc  diagrams, the 
connections are la eled with the name of the element and optionall  with the items carried  the 
connection delimited  races .
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Mapping for the Use Case Diagram

On a given se case diagram, the se cases are drawn as ovals within a containing frame. The la el at 
the top of the frame represents the s stem or component descri ed  the diagram. The se cases 
shown on the diagram can e related to other se cases with three relationships
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Components are drawn as nodes or graphics and classicall  la eled with the loc  name and n m er. 
Connections  either logical interfaces or ph sical lin s  are represented as lines etween nodes. An 

nconnected interface or lin  is o en drawn as an nterminated line re ecting an open connection. 
Connections are classicall  la eled with the element name and optionall  displa  the items eing 
carried delimited  races  for additional detail.

The loc and line representation with no special s m olog  positions the loc  diagram for se with 
a road a dience. This is partic larl  tr e when drawn as an architoon to conve  the conte t and top 
level ph sical architect re. The interface and ph sical loc  diagrams emphasi e connectivit  rather 
than composition or design detail. or those aspects, DDs and internal loc  diagrams are m ch etter 
choices. Additionall , those trained in the S sML notation prefer the richness and s m olog  of the 
internal loc  diagram over the classic loc  diagram, even when a stracted to the same level of detail.

Internal loc  Diagram

The internal loc  diagram I D  is a S sML e tension of the classical ph sical loc  diagram. Tho gh 
the I D can e drawn sing graphics to create an architoon, the I D is classicall  drawn with loc s 
representing the interconnected parts in a s stem or s s stem. The I D goes e ond the classic loc  
diagrams to show additional design detail on nodes, lin s, and ports where lin s connect to loc s.

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: S stem so ware 
engineers and SMEs
Content: Speci cation of logical 
or ph sical connectivit  o en 
with ports, directionalit , and 
corresponding data ows
Use: Speci cation of logical or 
ph sical connections
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• nclusion designated with the la el incl de  which is a parent child relationship 
etween se cases with the child se case shown at the end of the arrow.

• tension designated with the la el e tend  which re ects the e pansion of the 
main se case nder speci c conditions shown nder the e tend  la el . In the 
e ample, the andle Camera a lt se case e tends the Monitor Environment se case 

nder the fa lt condition.
• Classi ca on designated with the standard ML  S sML n lled arrowhead 

decoration  representing a generali ation  speciali ation relationship etween 
se cases. In the e ample, Man all  Monitor Environment is a speciali ation of the 

Monitor Environment se case.

Actors and loc s are classicall  shown aro nd the o ndar  of the diagram. These are the h mans 
and s stem components involved in the se case. man actors are almost alwa s represented  a 
stic  g re. S stem components hardware or so ware  can e shown either as a rectang lar loc  or 
a stic  g re. eca se di erent teams follow di erent practices, o  sho ld e caref l a o t drawing 
inferences as to whether an actor is a h man or a component ased pon the graphical representation. 
Actors and loc s are connected to the se cases with which the  are involved  nla eled lines.

There are two ca tionar  notes when dealing with se cases. irst, the meaning of se case  has 
somewhat dri ed over time. An original se case as conceived  renowned comp ter scientist Ivar 
aco son is more analogo s to a se ence of activities or a ehavioral thread. Toda , the se case is 

more the title or container of that scenario, which is s se entl  ela orated  a detailed ehavioral 
thread. Second, tho gh the se case diagram is the most fre ent representation of se cases, the 
diagram in isolation is largel  worthless. The greater val e comes from capt ring at least the pre
conditions and post conditions associated with each se case. These ecome the essential conte t and 
ens re that vario s team mem ers are comm nicating e ectivel  as the  leverage se cases to etter 

nderstand the s stem and egin the design process.

While the notation and s m olog  of some S sML diagrams can prove intimidating for general 
a diences, this is not the case for the se case diagram. Whether it is the relativel  lightweight nat re 
of the diagram or the disarming nat re of stic  g res, the se case diagram is a ver  e ective wa  of 
representing se cases and the related actors and loc s largel  independent of the composition of the 
a dience. This ma es the se case diagram an ideal high level view to s pport re irements elicitation 
sessions to etter nderstand the pro lem as well as design sessions to ridge from re irements to 
s stem threads.
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Level of Detail: Medi m
Audience: Diverse a diences e ond s stem and 
so ware engineers
Content: Composition with logical or ph sical 
connectivit
Use: Speci cation of logical or ph sical connections  

o ndar  de nition  insight into e ternal 
connections

Mapping for Interface an  h ical Block Diagram
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Representing ehavior  Control Constr cts

In a se ence constr ct, control enters the rst f nction in the se ence  in this case, nction A. 
When the rst f nction nishes its e ec tion, control is passed to the ne t f nction in the se ence 

nction . In this simple constr ct, the completion of nction A ena les the e ec tion of nction 
.  nction  can never egin efore nction A completes.  t, a simple se ence is hardl  the most 

sophisticated logic that can e modeled.

S stem ehaviors are represented thro gh a com ination 
of control constr cts that de ne how logical ehavioral  
control ows from one f nction to another. Regardless of 
the pro lem and the domain, at a s stem level, ehavior 
can e represented  a com ination of the following 
e ec ta le constr cts.

Se ence

The simplest constr ct is the se ence. When drawn hori ontall  in a diagram, control is represented 
as owing from le  to right.

In the interest of completeness, we are 
incl ding a disc ssion of the control 
constr cts that determine the logical 

ow of the s stem ehavior. or those 
not familiar with modeling logical 
architect res, it is helpf l to nderstand 
the representation of logical control. 
or those who are alread  familiar with 

this concept, this disc ssion ma  serve 
as a convenient reference.

Representing ehavior
aving set the stage for transitioning from re irements to ehavior, it is now time to consider 

how the s stem ehavior logical architect re  is represented. The ilding loc s of the ehavioral 
architect re are the activities  f nctions that are ased on the re irements. These are connected into 
a ehavioral ow thro gh the se of control constr cts. We will rst consider the control constr cts 
and then see how these are represented in com ination  a variet  of diagrams.
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Nodes on a DD represent elements loc s . Nodes alwa s incl de the element name and fre entl  
incl de additional information to emphasi e design speci cs

 Operations  ehavioral aspects allocated to the loc . Operations descri e 
s nchrono s interactions where the re ester waits for the re est to e handled. 
Operations re ect a s set of the allocated f nctions.

 Receptions  ehavioral aspects allocated to the loc . Receptions descri e  
as nchrono s ehaviors where the re estor can contin e witho t waiting for a repl . 

 Val es  represent anti a le characteristics of a loc  s ch as ph sical and 
performance characteristics  weight, relia ilit , etc. 

 Parts  are the hierarchical composition of the loc  the children . This is classicall  
shown thro gh connecting lines to lower level loc s, t can e collapsed into the 

od  of the node and shown te t all .

The lines on a DD can re ect either a part child relationship in the direction of the arrow  or 
a generali ation  speciali ation relationship per ML S sML standards . When representing 
decomposition in a part child relationship, a lled diamond at the connection point with a parent 
re ects the concept of composition if the parent is destro ed, the part is destro ed as well . An open 
diamond re ects the concept of reference if the parent is destro ed, the child still e ists . At the point 
of connection to the child node, an optional la el can e displa ed, indicating the role the child pla s 
in the part. Li ewise, m ltiplicit  can e shown to indicate the part child cardinalit  the n m er of 
elements .

loc  de nition diagrams can e considered more technical variants of a ph sical hierarch  diagram. 
The diagram certainl  has more readth and depth than a classic hierarch , and this mental model 
leads to the following r le of th m  when considering its se. The greater technical content of the DD, 
incl ding classi cation, loc  roles, and m ltiplicit , ma e the DD an ideal replacement for the ph sical 
hierarch  when dealing with s stems engineers, so ware engineers, and s ect matter e perts who 
crave the detailed, m lti level representation of s stem composition. or a more general a dience, the 
classic hierarch  diagram conve s the critical composition aspects in a satisfactor  manner for their 
needs and interests.

Interface and Ph sical loc  Diagrams

Interface and ph sical loc  diagrams are traditional s stems engineering o and line wiring diagrams 
representing the logical interfaces and ph sical connections etween components within a s stem or 
s stem segment. The interface loc  diagram is o en the rst architect ral loc  diagram that o  
will develop, foc sing rst on the fact that logicall , A m st interface with  efore crossing into the 
details of how that connection is made. At higher levels, these loc  diagrams o en incl de concept al 
comm nication graphics to enhance comm nication, leading to the name architect ral cartoons  or 
architoons.  At lower levels in the s stem hierarch , graphics give wa  to o es and lines, res lting in 

a classic s stem schematic.
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Parallel

The ne t constr ct is the parallel. In contrast to se ences of f nctions where the ne t entit  cannot e 
e ec ted ntil the previo s one completes, the parallel constr ct designates that the parallel ranches 
can e e ec ted conc rrentl  even tho gh the  ma  interact thro gh triggers . Tho gh termed a 
parallel constr ct, the etter description is a don t care  se ence  as the creator of the model is 
maintaining e i ilit  in the s stem design  avoiding specif ing re ired se encing.

A parallel constr ct consists of a for  node followed  separate ranches that re oin and terminate at 
a matching oin node. The constr ct can contain an  n m er of ranches, and each ranch can contain 
an  n m er and com ination of f nctions and control constr cts. 

The constr ct cannot e e ited from the oin node  ntil all ranches have completed their processing. 
Control is then passed to the ne t f nction or constr ct a er the parallel constr ct.

Select

A select constr ct consists of a decision node followed  m ltiple ranches that re oin at a node. As in 
a parallel constr ct, there ma  e an  n m er of ranches, and each ranch ma  contain an  n m er 
of f nctions and control constr cts. t in contrast to a parallel constr ct in which all ranches are 
e ec ted, with a select constr ct, onl  one ranch is e ec ted. Th s, the select constr ct is an e cl sive 
OR.
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loc  De nition Diagram

loc  de nition diagrams DDs  are sed to de ne loc s representing implementation nits 
hardware, so ware, and people  in terms of their str ct re, their classi cation, and their ehavior. 

The  e tend classic ph sical hierarch  diagrams with de ned semantics.

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: S stem so ware engineers 
and s ect matter e perts SMEs
Content: Ph sical composition o en 
incl ding loc  roles and characteristics  
inheritance model
Use: Detailed, m lti level design 
representation of s stem composition, 
inheritance, and corresponding ph sical 
characteristics  so ware class diagram

Mapping for the Block De ni on Diagram (BDD)
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D e to s stem or conte t al considerations, one ranch of the OR constr ct ma  e ec te more or less 
o en than the other. or sim lation p rposes, in addition to descriptive annotations, each ranch ma  

e assigned a selection pro a ilit  ased on this li elihood if nown  to determine how o en it is 
e ec ted d ring the sim lation. If there are no ranch selection pro a ilities, each ranch is ass med 
to have e al li elihood of eing selected for e ec tion.

M lti E it nction

A m lti e it f nction is a control constr ct where m ltiple ranches e it from a f nction and re oin at 
a closing decision node. Li e a select constr ct, onl  a single ranch will e selected. The constr ct 
operates as an e cl sive OR.  What di ers is the manner of selection.

In a m lti e it f nction, each ranch is la eled with the name of its associated e its and can contain an  
n m er of f nctions and control constr cts. At the concl sion of e ec tion, the logic within the main 
f nction nction A a ove  selects the e it ranch for e ec tion either via logical statement or via a 
corresponding e it node within its decomposition.

E it Node

An e it constr ct terminates e ec tion of the process and ret rns control to the parent activit . In the 
e ample elow representing the decomposition of activit  M lti E it nction, when the e it node is 
reached the target node in an activit  diagram or the E IT node in an enhanced f nction ow loc  
diagram , the ehavior of M lti E it nction is completed and whatever f nction or constr ct follows 
M lti E it nction in the parent process wo ld e ena led.
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If a service f nction s pports the transition, the name of the f nction is shown a er the trigging event 
and call information.

In addition, the nodes representing states optionall  displa  entr  what f nctions occ r when 
transitioning into the state , e it what f nctions occ r when transitioning o t of the state , and do 
f nctions the ehavior that ela orates this state .

The a ilit  to e ectivel  read a state transition diagram corresponds more to an individ al s mental 
model than their role or ac gro nd. That said, s stems and so ware engineers are classicall  trained 
to nderstand state transition diagrams. or that reason, the view is an e ective representation when 
ta ing a higher level, orthogonal loo  at the ehavior of the s stem.

Representing the S stem Implementation

M ch as im Long noted that the vario s s stems engineering diagrams of ehavior co ld e plotted 
along a spectr m representing the degree of data and str ct ral content, diagrams representing the 
ph sical architect re can e plotted in two dimensions. The rst dimension the  a is  parallels im s 
concepts of a ehavioral spectr m in the ph sical architect re domain. The spectr m re ects the two 
e  ph sical characteristics of composition the parts tree of a s stem  and connectivit  how those 

parts are interconnected e ternall  and internall . The second dimension is the level of detail moving 
from representations est s ited for s stem architecting and diverse a diences at level  and level  of 
the s stem architect re to representations etter s ited for design and technical a diences at level N 
of the architect re.
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E it nodes esta lish the mapping etween the completion of the decomposition ehavior and the e it 
ranches of the parent f nction. There sho ld e at least one e it node in the f nction decomposition 

for each e it ranch for the f nction. The name for the corresponding e it ranch is shown elow each 
e it node icon. 

Loop

A loop constr ct repeats a se ence of f nctions or constr cts ntil a logical condition is satis ed.

A loop constr ct consists of a pair of decision nodes that enclose a ranch and are connected with a 
loop ac  line. The ranch can contain an  n m er of f nctions and control constr cts. These will e 
repeatedl  e ec ted in se ence. The ranch will t picall  contain a loop e it constr ct to conditionall  
e it the loop constr ct. A descriptive oolean annotation is generall  provided for each loop constr ct 
and is displa ed a ove the loop ac  line.

Loop E it

The loop e it constr ct provides the mechanism for e iting a loop. When the loop e it constr ct is 
enco ntered, the innermost loop is immediatel  terminated, ena ling the constr ct or f nction 
following the loop.
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Mapping for the State Transition Diagram  

or the state transition diagram, child states are drawn as ro nded rectangles. The lines etween states 
represent valid transition paths. Transitions are directional, e iting from one state and entering another. 
While states ma  have m ltiple transitions, transitions are limited to a single entr  and a single e it. 
While transitions can e named and have properties, the foc s is generall  on the event that triggers 
the transition and the corresponding conditions

 Calling events are written in the form EventName condition , and the parentheses are 
written even if the condition is empt

 Signaling events are written in the form EventName condition , t the parentheses are
not written if the condition is empt

 Events ased pon a oolean condition are written in the form when condition
 Events ased pon time are written in the form at condition  if the  occ r at an a sol te

time or a er condition  if the  occ r a er a certain amo nt of time has passed
 An  g ard condition shown in s are rac ets.
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Iterate

An iterate constr ct is similar to a loop constr ct in that it repeats a se ence of f nctions or constr cts. 
nli e a loop, which is controlled  a logical condition, an iterate constr ct is controlled  a domain 

set which speci es the n m er of iterations.

An iterate constr ct consists of a pair of decision nodes that enclose a ranch and are connected with 
a loop ac  line. The name of the speci ed domain set which determines the n m er of iterations 
either a co nt, a fre enc , or a speci ed set of o ects  is shown a ove the loop ac  line. The ranch 

can contain an  n m er of f nctions and control constr cts. These will e repeatedl  e ec ted in 
se ence  as speci ed  the domain set. 

nli e the loop constr ct in which ehavior on the main ranch is g aranteed to e e ec ted at least 
once, the main ranch of an iterate ma  not e e ec ted depending pon the domain set.

Replicate

The replicate constr ct is a shorthand notation for identical processes that operate in parallel.

A replicate constr ct consists of a pair of nodes la eled RP  that enclose a main ranch and are 
connected with a coordination ranch. This coordination ranch is la eled with the name of the 
associated domain set.
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The ordering of the f nction nodes on the diagonal is ar itrar . This allows the creator to reorder the 
f nctions as desired, which is partic larl  sef l for cl stering anal sis. Among other ses, cl stering 
f nctional nodes which e change a lot of data together helps highlight partitioning strategies to simplif  
interfaces etween s s stems. Other ses align with the Design Str ct re Matri  DSM  concept.
 

e ond cl stering anal sis, the N  diagram is infre entl  sed toda . The lifeline representation of a 
se ence diagram etter comm nicates interactions. Li ewise, most a diences prefer the loc  and 
line format of a simpli ed IDE  diagram to the loc line loc  or matri  format of an N  diagram.

States, Modes, and Transitions
 
State Transition Diagram
State transition diagrams descri e the logical transition of a s stem thro gh vario s states of operation. 
This is a classic s stems notation which has een incl ded in the S sML speci cation. Presented in a 
free form la o t, the state transition diagram represents states, the transitions that connect them, and 
the events that trigger transitions. 

When disc ssing ehavior, the estion of states and the state transition diagram alwa s arises. States 
are an orthogonal approach to loo ing at the ehavior of a s stem. P t simpl  and somewhat loosel , 
a concept that wo ld e drawn as a loc  on an activit  diagram or E D ecomes a line on a state 
transition diagram. Li ewise, a line on an activit  diagram wo ld ecome a loc  on a state transition 
diagram.

Some s stems are well s ited to a state transition representation, and man  individ als nat rall  thin  
this wa . Other s stems are well s ited to a ehavioral representation, and man  nat rall  thin  in this 
pattern. ltimatel , it is p to the team and the individ al whether to se state, ehavior, or oth in 
their anal sis and modeling. If oth are sed, then states, their transitions, and the related events are 
higher level concepts that are reali ed  ehavior.

Level of Detail: Medi m
Audience: S stem and so ware engineers
Content: S stem states and the 
corresponding transitions
Use: Insight into the s stem  ta ing an 
orthogonal loo  at ehavior
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The main process logic is shown on the main ranch. This logic will e repeated for each occ rrence as 
speci ed  the domain set. The coordination etween these processes is handled via the coordination 

ranch. Coordination incl des assigning items to speci c processes, inter process comm nication, and 
the instantiation or termination of process ranches. An e ample of a sit ation handled  the replicate 
constr ct wo ld e a s permar et in which m ltiple chec o t lanes s pport shoppers represented  
the f nctions on the main ranch , and a manager s pports the vario s chec o t lanes as re ired 
represented  the f nctions on the coordination ranch .

Representing ehavior  Diagrams
In his original paper, im Long noted that altho gh the  evolved largel  independentl  to s pport varied 
anal sis for di erent domains and a diences, the rich set of ehavioral representations is f ndamentall  
lin ed  a few primar  concepts. Composition capt res the parent child aspect. Control re ects the 
logical str ct re of ehavior the constr cts previo sl  noted . Data ow re ects the transfer of items 

etween processes and the corresponding components. Triggers indicates the special nat re of certain 
item relationships which serve to initiate activities and s nchroni e processes.

Re ecting pon these concepts, the wealth of representations can e plotted along a single 
spectr m re ecting the e  di erentiation in diagram content  data ow and triggering vs. complete 
representations of control. On the le  end of the spectr m are representations that foc s e cl sivel  
on data ow and triggering e.g., data ow and N  diagrams  with no representation of str ct re. On 
the right end of the spectr m are representations of control ow e.g., f nction ow loc  diagrams  
with no representation of data. alling in the middle of the str ct re are diagrams that represent a 

lend of these aspects at di erent levels of delit  with the activit  diagram and enhanced f nction 
ow loc  diagram f ll  re ecting oth data and control dimensions of ehavior.
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Mapping for the N2 Diagram  

On a f nctional N  diagram, the s f nctions are shown on the main diagonal forming an N  N matri  
of cells. Items that are o tp t from a f nction are shown in the f nction s row. Items that are inp t to 
or trigger a f nction are shown in the f nction s col mn. There is no notational di erence to vis all  
di erentiate an inp t from a trigger.  If m ltiple items are o tp t from and inp t to  trigger the same 
pair of f nctions, m ltiple items will e shown in the same item cell. If no items are e changed etween 
a pair of f nctions, the item cell will e empt .

The N  diagram can e e tended to displa  e ternal inp ts and o tp ts which represent e ternal 
interfaces for this f nction. Items appearing in the top row are inp ts  triggers for the f nction that 
are o tp t  a f nction not displa ed on this diagram. Similarl , items in the right hand col mn are 
o tp ts that are inp t to  trigger a f nction not displa ed on this diagram. This e tension of classic N  
diagrams provides val a le conte t, t can e incl ded or not, as desired.
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Note that more content does not necessaril  e ate to a etter representation. As with s stems 
themselves, the meas re of goodness is t for p rpose.  Choosing the right representation for a tas  
is a f nction of the ind of information needed data ow, control ow, or oth  and the a dience that 
m st s ccessf ll  interpret the diagram.
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A special aspect of some D and E D representations are reference nodes. Reference nodes re ect 
the conte t immediatel  s rro nding this ehavior. A f nction shown with a ro en frame on the le  
edge represents the last f nction to complete efore this decomposition egins the so rce of control 

ow . A f nction shown with a ro en frame on the right edge represents the ne t f nction to ena le 
when this decomposition completes. When there is no previo s or ne t f nction, the o es are simpl  
la eled Ref.  When a f nction appears m ltiple times in a s stem model or when the previo s  ne t 
constr ct is comple , reference nodes can egin to ranch, showing all of the paths into and o t of a 
given f nction s decomposition. In this wa , the reference nodes provide val a le conte t information.

With the heav  t not complete  overlap etween activit  diagrams and E Ds, it is inc m ent 
pon the presenter to choose the diagram caref ll . In practice, this largel  comes down to the 

composition of the a dience. Whether it is the more classic feel of a ow chart or the a sence of 
so ware st le decorations, the E D is t picall  etter nderstood and etter accepted at higher 
levels of decomposition level , level , etc.  when dealing with more diverse a diences. When 
wor ing with those trained in S sML or ML, the activit  diagram is the far etter choice. iven the 
similarities in content and st le, there is little val e in engaging in a religio s de ate regarding the 
merits of one diagram over the other. Instead, s ce it to sa  that an  comm nication that egins with 
let me e plain to o  how to read this diagram  is poor comm nication indeed, as the a dience is now 

foc sed on the form of the comm nication rather than the critical content.

N  Diagram

Largel  overloo ed these da s, the N  prono nced N s ared  diagram represents the logical data 
ow for a s stem or s stem segment. The N  diagram has no representation of control constr cts or 

se encing. It displa s onl  the data dimension of the ehavior model and helps foc s attention on this 
s set of the model. In partic lar, this is helpf l in partitioning and allocating the s stem ehavior to 
manage internal and e ternal interfaces.

Level of Detail: Low
Audience: eneral
Content: Data ow with possi le incl sion 
of allocation
Use: nderstanding of data ow and 
implied interfaces  cl stering anal sis
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IDE  Diagram

Originall  speci ed  National Instit te of Standards and Technolog  NIST  Standard IPS , the 
IDE  diagram presents an integrated pict re of the inp ts, control, o tp ts, and mechanisms ICOM  
for a f nction s decomposition. The IDE  diagram displa s a great deal of conte t information on 
the interrelationships of decomposition and implies se encing, t displa s no act al control logic  
str ct re of the decomposition.

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: Traditional SEs and process engineers
Content: Data ow, triggering, and allocation
Use: Anal sis of data ow with diagnostics of inconsistencies across 

ehavioral decomposition re irements to s stem threads
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Rectang lar nodes drawn on ranches represent f nctions. Circ lar nodes and ranching str ct res 
represent control constr cts  the ilding loc s of ehavior. As a f nction completes e ec tion, ow 
of control proceeds along ranch lines to the ne t f nction or control constr ct. Each constr ct has 
a precise de nition that prescri es how control will e passed within the constr ct and when the 
constr ct itself will end.

The ro nded rectangles on an E D represent the items or the data interaction aspect of ehavior. 
The E D disting ishes etween the two primar  roles that items pla

. Triggers control the e ec tion of a f nction  their presence or a sence. Items that trigger
a f nction are drawn with a do le arrowhead to that f nction.

. Data stores are inp t to or o tp t from a f nction with no control implications. Items that
are inp t to a f nction are drawn with a standard arrow. 

Reso rces are also optionall  displa ed on E Ds. Reso rces are drawn with a do le order to help 
disting ish them. Reso rces can e related to f nctions in three di erent wa s

. Cons mes  Reso rces that are cons med d ring a f nction s e ec tion electrical power,
for e ample  are indicated with a half circle decoration on the reso rce and an arrowhead 
indicating the ow of reso rces into the corresponding f nction.

. Prod ces  Reso rces that are prod ced d ring a f nction s e ec tion again, electrical 
power or perhaps fresh water  are indicated with a half circle decoration on the f nction and 
an arrowhead indicating the ow into the reso rce.

. Capt res  Reso rces that are tili ed d ring a f nction s e ec tion and then released  
a h man operator responsi le for overseeing a tas , for e ample  are indicated with 

arrowheads at oth the f nction and the reso rce.

A f nction egins e ec tion when it has received all of its triggers, and its necessar  reso rces have 
een ac ired. If the ow of control has reached a f nction, t either the triggers or reso rces are 

not availa le, the f nction is said to e ena led t waiting. O vio sl , this has nota le impacts in the 
se encing and s nchroni ation of ehavior as well as in the overall performance how ic l  the 
process completes  and whether or not it can complete at all d e to live loc s and deadloc s.

Allocation is sometimes shown on E Ds via swim lanes. More fre entl , ranches are annotated or 
f nctional nodes are tagged to represent allocation.
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Mapping for the IDEF0 Diagram

On an IDE  diagram, the s f nctions are shown as nodes on the main diagonal. or each f nctional 
node

 Inp ts enter on the le . These can either come from the edge of the diagram e ternal 
inp ts  or from another f nction on the diagram.

 Controls triggering data  enter on the top. These can either come from the edge of the 
diagram e ternal triggers  or from another f nction on the diagram.

 O tp ts e it on the right. O tp ts can either connect to another f nction on the diagram, 
e it to the edge of the diagram, or oth representing an o tp t that is inp t to  triggers oth 
internal and e ternal f nctions .

 Mechanisms allocation  enter on the ottom.
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Level of Detail: igh
Audience: Diverse a diences e ond 
s stem and so ware engineers
Content: Composition, triggering, 
reso rcing, and allocation
Use: ll speci cation of s stem ehavior  

est at higher levels of decomposition 
level , level ,  when dealing with 
roader a diences

Mapping for the nhance  nc on lo  Block Diagram ( BD)
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The ICOM representation on an IDE  diagram has two special aspects not shown on other ehavioral 
representations

 ranching  Individ al inp ts, control, o tp ts, and mechanisms ICOM  arrows for  and 
oin on the diagram. An arrow for ing represents the relationship etween a parent element 

and a child element. Two or more arrows oining represents the relationship etween a child 
element and a parent element. In this wa , the IDE  diagram elegantl  represents m ltiple 
levels of hierarch  in items and components, ringing additional clarit  to the model.

 T nneling  T nneling is a techni e within IDE  to hide an ICOM in part of the model.
The se of parentheses aro nd either the head or tail of an arrow depicts a t nnel in IDE . 
A parenthesis aro nd the head of an arrow that is entering a f nction o  indicates that the 
ICOM associated with that arrow will not e seen on the decomposition of that f nction. If 
the ICOM does reappear, it will have parentheses aro nd its tail. 

Tho gh the IDE  diagram has largel  fallen o t of favor in s stems engineering, it still nds se with 
senior s stems engineers and maintains a strong following within the process engineering comm nit . 
The simple o  and line representation is widel  accessi le  diverse a diences as long as the diagram 
does not ecome overloaded with too m ch ICOM and too m ch for ing  oining of ICOM. The IDE  
diagram does present ni e vis al diagnostics of inconsistencies across ehavioral decomposition. 
or this reason, it remains a sef l representation and is fre entl  sed in the training of new s stems 

engineers.

IDE  A  Diagram

The IDE  A  variant prono nced A min s ero  provides a conte t al ICOM view of a f nction at 
an  level in o r ehavioral hierarch . As s ch, it is an ideal f nctional conte t diagram  at an  level 
and is o en the rst ehavioral representation drawn alongside the s stem conte t diagram.

Tho gh a conte t diagram that shows onl  the f nctional node itself, the A  variant follows the same 
ICOM r les as the IDE  diagram  inp ts enter on the le , controls enter on the top, o tp ts e it on the 
right, and mechanisms allocation  enter on the ottom.
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The rectangles on an activit  diagram represent the items or the data interaction aspect of ehavior. 
Where most ehavioral representations foc s on either control or data, the activit  diagram and 
the E D  represent oth aspects to provide the f ll speci cation of ehavior. The activit  diagram 
disting ishes etween the two primar  roles that items pla

. Triggers control the e ec tion of a f nction  their presence or a sence. Triggers can e 
simple signals or act al o ects. Items that trigger a f nction are drawn with a standard arrow 
to that f nction with no additional decoration.

. Data stores are inp t to or o tp t from a f nction with no control implications. Items that
are inp t to a f nction are drawn with a standard arrow to that f nction with a la el 
decoration indicating optional  at the point of connection with the f nction. 

To vis all  represent allocation, activit  diagrams fre entl  displa  swim lanes. These ands are 
la eled with the name of the loc  or component which performs the activities drawn within that 

and. There are additional techni es for representing allocation  s ch as annotations on ranches or 
footers on the activit  nodes  t swim lanes are the most common approach.

The similarities etween activit  diagrams and E Ds are not coincidental. Not onl  do the  address 
the same need for a more comprehensive representation of ehavior, t the E D notation was also 

sed for oth g idance and veri cation  the S sML team d ring the development of the activit  
diagram. The net res lt is a pair of closel  co pled representations from which o  can select to est 
meet o r anal tical and comm nication needs. eca se of their representational similarit  to ML 
diagrams, activit  diagrams generall  appeal to the so ware comm nit  while E Ds are o en more 
easil  nderstanda le  process engineers, c stomers, domain specialists, and end sers. Additional 
detail present on the activit  diagram  s ch as the speci cation of ports  also ma es the activit  
diagram an ideal representation at lower levels of decomposition when dealing with detailed design.

Enhanced nctional low loc  Diagram E D

A variant of the traditional f nction ow loc  diagram D , the E D, li e its S sML co sin the 
activit  diagram, is a complete representation of ehavior. E Ds nam ig o sl  represent the ow 
of control thro gh se encing of f nctions and constr cts as well as the data interactions overlaid to 
present a more complete pict re. E Ds also displa  reso rces  the third critical aspect of e ec ta le 

ehavior.
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eca se it displa s all f nctional conte t information in a simple form, the IDE  A  remains a ni el  
val a le representation in the s ite of ehavior representations. No other diagram conve s the 
complete f nctional interface for an activit  in a single pict re. The lac  of special s m olog   e ond 
recogni ing the ICOM standard for locating arrows  ma es the IDE  A  ideal for comm nicating the 
f nctional conte t and f nctional interfaces with general a diences.

Se ence Diagram

The se ence diagram emphasi es the interaction etween colla orating parts of a s stem. Previo sl  
nown as a f nction se ence diagram, the modern se ence diagram is part of the S sML speci cation. 

 minimi ing the representation of control ow and representing allocation of f nctions along lifelines, 
the se ence diagram ena les o  to foc s on triggering data and the res ltant ow of control etween 
components.

Level of Detail: Medi m
Audience: eneral
Content: Speci cation of se ence t not control , allocation, and triggering
Use: Initial capt re of threads when foc sing p rel  on triggering aspects  comm nication with 
so ware engineers
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Mapping for the c it  Diagram

Control classicall  ows from le  to right when drawn hori ontall  or top down when drawn 
verticall . Ro nded rectangles on ranches represent activities or f nctions. Where an activit  
has a decomposition specif ing greater detail, a pitchfor  in the corner of the node indicates the 
decomposition is present. 

As noted in the Representing ehavior  Control Constr cts  section, diamonds decision nodes  and 
ars for  and oin nodes  represent control constr cts pon which ehavior is ilt. As each activit  is 

completed, control ows along the ranch lines to the ne t activit  or control constr ct. Ever  constr ct 
has a precise de nition that prescri es how control will e passed within the constr ct and when the 
constr ct itself will end. This str ct re res lts in a complete speci cation of control ow which itself is 
f ll  e ec ta le. 
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Mapping for the Sequence Diagram

The interacting loc s involved in a f nction s decomposition are displa ed at the top of the diagram. 
Lifelines are shown as a dashed line e tending downward from each interacting loc . Individ al 
f nction nodes in the decomposition are placed along the corresponding vertical lifeline depending 

pon their allocation  in the se ence in which those f nctions occ r. O en, these f nction nodes are 
nla eled to foc s attention on the interaction etween the loc s.

Control constr cts termed interaction operators  in the lang age of the se ence diagram  are 
displa ed in a lightweight manner and enclose the nested f nctions and constr cts. This representation 
is m ch less complete than the control representation on an activit  diagram or enhanced f nction 

ow loc  diagram, t it conve s essential nesting.
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The arrows on a se ence diagram represent messages sent and received etween interactions. These 
can e s nchroni ing messages triggers  or simple data e changes inp ts . O en, asic inp ts data 
stores  are not shown on the se ence diagram in order to foc s on interactions which s nchroni e 
activities across loc s. An arrow e iting the node is an o tp t that is inp t to or triggers another 
f nction. Arrows entering from the le  edge of the diagram are e ternal messages that originate 
o tside of this decomposition. Arrows that e it the right edge of the diagram are o tp ts that are 
cons med elsewhere in the s stem model. 

iven its long histor  of se and rather simple semantics, the se ence diagram is an e ective 
representation when sed with an  a dience to conve  message passing and interactions etween 
s stems or loc s. The se ence diagram is partic larl  sef l in developing logical threads to ela orate 

se cases. As logic ecomes more comple , complete se ence diagrams o en ecome overloaded.  
The se ence diagram is fre entl  a diagram of choice in comm nicating ehavioral dimensions with 
so ware engineers, t it m st e sed with care. The diagram is an incomplete speci cation of the 
logical architect re and sho ld alwa s e sed in con nction with a more complete representation 
classicall  an activit  diagram  when sed as a speci cation for implementation.

Activit  Diagram
 
The activit  diagram and the Enhanced nctional low loc  Diagram, or E D, its co sin in 
traditional representations  are the most complete representations of ehavior. The activit  diagram 

nam ig o sl  represents the ow of control thro gh se encing of activities and control constr cts 
as well as the data interactions overlaid to present a more complete pict re.

Level of Detail: ighest
Audience: S stem and so ware engineers
Content: Composition, triggering, and allocation
Use: ll speci cation of s stem ehavior  est at lower levels of decomposition 
design view
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Mapping for the Sequence Diagram

The interacting loc s involved in a f nction s decomposition are displa ed at the top of the diagram. 
Lifelines are shown as a dashed line e tending downward from each interacting loc . Individ al 
f nction nodes in the decomposition are placed along the corresponding vertical lifeline depending 

pon their allocation  in the se ence in which those f nctions occ r. O en, these f nction nodes are 
nla eled to foc s attention on the interaction etween the loc s.

Control constr cts termed interaction operators  in the lang age of the se ence diagram  are 
displa ed in a lightweight manner and enclose the nested f nctions and constr cts. This representation 
is m ch less complete than the control representation on an activit  diagram or enhanced f nction 

ow loc  diagram, t it conve s essential nesting.
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The arrows on a se ence diagram represent messages sent and received etween interactions. These 
can e s nchroni ing messages triggers  or simple data e changes inp ts . O en, asic inp ts data 
stores  are not shown on the se ence diagram in order to foc s on interactions which s nchroni e 
activities across loc s. An arrow e iting the node is an o tp t that is inp t to or triggers another 
f nction. Arrows entering from the le  edge of the diagram are e ternal messages that originate 
o tside of this decomposition. Arrows that e it the right edge of the diagram are o tp ts that are 
cons med elsewhere in the s stem model. 

iven its long histor  of se and rather simple semantics, the se ence diagram is an e ective 
representation when sed with an  a dience to conve  message passing and interactions etween 
s stems or loc s. The se ence diagram is partic larl  sef l in developing logical threads to ela orate 

se cases. As logic ecomes more comple , complete se ence diagrams o en ecome overloaded.  
The se ence diagram is fre entl  a diagram of choice in comm nicating ehavioral dimensions with 
so ware engineers, t it m st e sed with care. The diagram is an incomplete speci cation of the 
logical architect re and sho ld alwa s e sed in con nction with a more complete representation 
classicall  an activit  diagram  when sed as a speci cation for implementation.

Activit  Diagram
 
The activit  diagram and the Enhanced nctional low loc  Diagram, or E D, its co sin in 
traditional representations  are the most complete representations of ehavior. The activit  diagram 

nam ig o sl  represents the ow of control thro gh se encing of activities and control constr cts 
as well as the data interactions overlaid to present a more complete pict re.

Level of Detail: ighest
Audience: S stem and so ware engineers
Content: Composition, triggering, and allocation
Use: ll speci cation of s stem ehavior  est at lower levels of decomposition 
design view
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eca se it displa s all f nctional conte t information in a simple form, the IDE  A  remains a ni el  
val a le representation in the s ite of ehavior representations. No other diagram conve s the 
complete f nctional interface for an activit  in a single pict re. The lac  of special s m olog   e ond 
recogni ing the ICOM standard for locating arrows  ma es the IDE  A  ideal for comm nicating the 
f nctional conte t and f nctional interfaces with general a diences.

Se ence Diagram

The se ence diagram emphasi es the interaction etween colla orating parts of a s stem. Previo sl  
nown as a f nction se ence diagram, the modern se ence diagram is part of the S sML speci cation. 

 minimi ing the representation of control ow and representing allocation of f nctions along lifelines, 
the se ence diagram ena les o  to foc s on triggering data and the res ltant ow of control etween 
components.

Level of Detail: Medi m
Audience: eneral
Content: Speci cation of se ence t not control , allocation, and triggering
Use: Initial capt re of threads when foc sing p rel  on triggering aspects  comm nication with 
so ware engineers
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Mapping for the c it  Diagram

Control classicall  ows from le  to right when drawn hori ontall  or top down when drawn 
verticall . Ro nded rectangles on ranches represent activities or f nctions. Where an activit  
has a decomposition specif ing greater detail, a pitchfor  in the corner of the node indicates the 
decomposition is present. 

As noted in the Representing ehavior  Control Constr cts  section, diamonds decision nodes  and 
ars for  and oin nodes  represent control constr cts pon which ehavior is ilt. As each activit  is 

completed, control ows along the ranch lines to the ne t activit  or control constr ct. Ever  constr ct 
has a precise de nition that prescri es how control will e passed within the constr ct and when the 
constr ct itself will end. This str ct re res lts in a complete speci cation of control ow which itself is 
f ll  e ec ta le. 
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The ICOM representation on an IDE  diagram has two special aspects not shown on other ehavioral 
representations

 ranching  Individ al inp ts, control, o tp ts, and mechanisms ICOM  arrows for  and 
oin on the diagram. An arrow for ing represents the relationship etween a parent element 

and a child element. Two or more arrows oining represents the relationship etween a child 
element and a parent element. In this wa , the IDE  diagram elegantl  represents m ltiple 
levels of hierarch  in items and components, ringing additional clarit  to the model.

 T nneling  T nneling is a techni e within IDE  to hide an ICOM in part of the model.
The se of parentheses aro nd either the head or tail of an arrow depicts a t nnel in IDE . 
A parenthesis aro nd the head of an arrow that is entering a f nction o  indicates that the 
ICOM associated with that arrow will not e seen on the decomposition of that f nction. If 
the ICOM does reappear, it will have parentheses aro nd its tail. 

Tho gh the IDE  diagram has largel  fallen o t of favor in s stems engineering, it still nds se with 
senior s stems engineers and maintains a strong following within the process engineering comm nit . 
The simple o  and line representation is widel  accessi le  diverse a diences as long as the diagram 
does not ecome overloaded with too m ch ICOM and too m ch for ing  oining of ICOM. The IDE  
diagram does present ni e vis al diagnostics of inconsistencies across ehavioral decomposition. 
or this reason, it remains a sef l representation and is fre entl  sed in the training of new s stems 

engineers.

IDE  A  Diagram

The IDE  A  variant prono nced A min s ero  provides a conte t al ICOM view of a f nction at 
an  level in o r ehavioral hierarch . As s ch, it is an ideal f nctional conte t diagram  at an  level 
and is o en the rst ehavioral representation drawn alongside the s stem conte t diagram.

Tho gh a conte t diagram that shows onl  the f nctional node itself, the A  variant follows the same 
ICOM r les as the IDE  diagram  inp ts enter on the le , controls enter on the top, o tp ts e it on the 
right, and mechanisms allocation  enter on the ottom.
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The rectangles on an activit  diagram represent the items or the data interaction aspect of ehavior. 
Where most ehavioral representations foc s on either control or data, the activit  diagram and 
the E D  represent oth aspects to provide the f ll speci cation of ehavior. The activit  diagram 
disting ishes etween the two primar  roles that items pla

. Triggers control the e ec tion of a f nction  their presence or a sence. Triggers can e 
simple signals or act al o ects. Items that trigger a f nction are drawn with a standard arrow 
to that f nction with no additional decoration.

. Data stores are inp t to or o tp t from a f nction with no control implications. Items that
are inp t to a f nction are drawn with a standard arrow to that f nction with a la el 
decoration indicating optional  at the point of connection with the f nction. 

To vis all  represent allocation, activit  diagrams fre entl  displa  swim lanes. These ands are 
la eled with the name of the loc  or component which performs the activities drawn within that 

and. There are additional techni es for representing allocation  s ch as annotations on ranches or 
footers on the activit  nodes  t swim lanes are the most common approach.

The similarities etween activit  diagrams and E Ds are not coincidental. Not onl  do the  address 
the same need for a more comprehensive representation of ehavior, t the E D notation was also 

sed for oth g idance and veri cation  the S sML team d ring the development of the activit  
diagram. The net res lt is a pair of closel  co pled representations from which o  can select to est 
meet o r anal tical and comm nication needs. eca se of their representational similarit  to ML 
diagrams, activit  diagrams generall  appeal to the so ware comm nit  while E Ds are o en more 
easil  nderstanda le  process engineers, c stomers, domain specialists, and end sers. Additional 
detail present on the activit  diagram  s ch as the speci cation of ports  also ma es the activit  
diagram an ideal representation at lower levels of decomposition when dealing with detailed design.

Enhanced nctional low loc  Diagram E D

A variant of the traditional f nction ow loc  diagram D , the E D, li e its S sML co sin the 
activit  diagram, is a complete representation of ehavior. E Ds nam ig o sl  represent the ow 
of control thro gh se encing of f nctions and constr cts as well as the data interactions overlaid to 
present a more complete pict re. E Ds also displa  reso rces  the third critical aspect of e ec ta le 

ehavior.
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Mapping for the IDEF0 Diagram

On an IDE  diagram, the s f nctions are shown as nodes on the main diagonal. or each f nctional 
node

 Inp ts enter on the le . These can either come from the edge of the diagram e ternal 
inp ts  or from another f nction on the diagram.

 Controls triggering data  enter on the top. These can either come from the edge of the 
diagram e ternal triggers  or from another f nction on the diagram.

 O tp ts e it on the right. O tp ts can either connect to another f nction on the diagram, 
e it to the edge of the diagram, or oth representing an o tp t that is inp t to  triggers oth 
internal and e ternal f nctions .

 Mechanisms allocation  enter on the ottom.
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Level of Detail: igh
Audience: Diverse a diences e ond 
s stem and so ware engineers
Content: Composition, triggering, 
reso rcing, and allocation
Use: ll speci cation of s stem ehavior  

est at higher levels of decomposition 
level , level ,  when dealing with 
roader a diences

Mapping for the nhance  nc on lo  Block Diagram ( BD)
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IDE  Diagram

Originall  speci ed  National Instit te of Standards and Technolog  NIST  Standard IPS , the 
IDE  diagram presents an integrated pict re of the inp ts, control, o tp ts, and mechanisms ICOM  
for a f nction s decomposition. The IDE  diagram displa s a great deal of conte t information on 
the interrelationships of decomposition and implies se encing, t displa s no act al control logic  
str ct re of the decomposition.

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: Traditional SEs and process engineers
Content: Data ow, triggering, and allocation
Use: Anal sis of data ow with diagnostics of inconsistencies across 

ehavioral decomposition re irements to s stem threads
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Rectang lar nodes drawn on ranches represent f nctions. Circ lar nodes and ranching str ct res 
represent control constr cts  the ilding loc s of ehavior. As a f nction completes e ec tion, ow 
of control proceeds along ranch lines to the ne t f nction or control constr ct. Each constr ct has 
a precise de nition that prescri es how control will e passed within the constr ct and when the 
constr ct itself will end.

The ro nded rectangles on an E D represent the items or the data interaction aspect of ehavior. 
The E D disting ishes etween the two primar  roles that items pla

. Triggers control the e ec tion of a f nction  their presence or a sence. Items that trigger
a f nction are drawn with a do le arrowhead to that f nction.

. Data stores are inp t to or o tp t from a f nction with no control implications. Items that
are inp t to a f nction are drawn with a standard arrow. 

Reso rces are also optionall  displa ed on E Ds. Reso rces are drawn with a do le order to help 
disting ish them. Reso rces can e related to f nctions in three di erent wa s

. Cons mes  Reso rces that are cons med d ring a f nction s e ec tion electrical power,
for e ample  are indicated with a half circle decoration on the reso rce and an arrowhead 
indicating the ow of reso rces into the corresponding f nction.

. Prod ces  Reso rces that are prod ced d ring a f nction s e ec tion again, electrical 
power or perhaps fresh water  are indicated with a half circle decoration on the f nction and 
an arrowhead indicating the ow into the reso rce.

. Capt res  Reso rces that are tili ed d ring a f nction s e ec tion and then released  
a h man operator responsi le for overseeing a tas , for e ample  are indicated with 

arrowheads at oth the f nction and the reso rce.

A f nction egins e ec tion when it has received all of its triggers, and its necessar  reso rces have 
een ac ired. If the ow of control has reached a f nction, t either the triggers or reso rces are 

not availa le, the f nction is said to e ena led t waiting. O vio sl , this has nota le impacts in the 
se encing and s nchroni ation of ehavior as well as in the overall performance how ic l  the 
process completes  and whether or not it can complete at all d e to live loc s and deadloc s.

Allocation is sometimes shown on E Ds via swim lanes. More fre entl , ranches are annotated or 
f nctional nodes are tagged to represent allocation.
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Note that more content does not necessaril  e ate to a etter representation. As with s stems 
themselves, the meas re of goodness is t for p rpose.  Choosing the right representation for a tas  
is a f nction of the ind of information needed data ow, control ow, or oth  and the a dience that 
m st s ccessf ll  interpret the diagram.
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A special aspect of some D and E D representations are reference nodes. Reference nodes re ect 
the conte t immediatel  s rro nding this ehavior. A f nction shown with a ro en frame on the le  
edge represents the last f nction to complete efore this decomposition egins the so rce of control 

ow . A f nction shown with a ro en frame on the right edge represents the ne t f nction to ena le 
when this decomposition completes. When there is no previo s or ne t f nction, the o es are simpl  
la eled Ref.  When a f nction appears m ltiple times in a s stem model or when the previo s  ne t 
constr ct is comple , reference nodes can egin to ranch, showing all of the paths into and o t of a 
given f nction s decomposition. In this wa , the reference nodes provide val a le conte t information.

With the heav  t not complete  overlap etween activit  diagrams and E Ds, it is inc m ent 
pon the presenter to choose the diagram caref ll . In practice, this largel  comes down to the 

composition of the a dience. Whether it is the more classic feel of a ow chart or the a sence of 
so ware st le decorations, the E D is t picall  etter nderstood and etter accepted at higher 
levels of decomposition level , level , etc.  when dealing with more diverse a diences. When 
wor ing with those trained in S sML or ML, the activit  diagram is the far etter choice. iven the 
similarities in content and st le, there is little val e in engaging in a religio s de ate regarding the 
merits of one diagram over the other. Instead, s ce it to sa  that an  comm nication that egins with 
let me e plain to o  how to read this diagram  is poor comm nication indeed, as the a dience is now 

foc sed on the form of the comm nication rather than the critical content.

N  Diagram

Largel  overloo ed these da s, the N  prono nced N s ared  diagram represents the logical data 
ow for a s stem or s stem segment. The N  diagram has no representation of control constr cts or 

se encing. It displa s onl  the data dimension of the ehavior model and helps foc s attention on this 
s set of the model. In partic lar, this is helpf l in partitioning and allocating the s stem ehavior to 
manage internal and e ternal interfaces.

Level of Detail: Low
Audience: eneral
Content: Data ow with possi le incl sion 
of allocation
Use: nderstanding of data ow and 
implied interfaces  cl stering anal sis
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The main process logic is shown on the main ranch. This logic will e repeated for each occ rrence as 
speci ed  the domain set. The coordination etween these processes is handled via the coordination 

ranch. Coordination incl des assigning items to speci c processes, inter process comm nication, and 
the instantiation or termination of process ranches. An e ample of a sit ation handled  the replicate 
constr ct wo ld e a s permar et in which m ltiple chec o t lanes s pport shoppers represented  
the f nctions on the main ranch , and a manager s pports the vario s chec o t lanes as re ired 
represented  the f nctions on the coordination ranch .

Representing ehavior  Diagrams
In his original paper, im Long noted that altho gh the  evolved largel  independentl  to s pport varied 
anal sis for di erent domains and a diences, the rich set of ehavioral representations is f ndamentall  
lin ed  a few primar  concepts. Composition capt res the parent child aspect. Control re ects the 
logical str ct re of ehavior the constr cts previo sl  noted . Data ow re ects the transfer of items 

etween processes and the corresponding components. Triggers indicates the special nat re of certain 
item relationships which serve to initiate activities and s nchroni e processes.

Re ecting pon these concepts, the wealth of representations can e plotted along a single 
spectr m re ecting the e  di erentiation in diagram content  data ow and triggering vs. complete 
representations of control. On the le  end of the spectr m are representations that foc s e cl sivel  
on data ow and triggering e.g., data ow and N  diagrams  with no representation of str ct re. On 
the right end of the spectr m are representations of control ow e.g., f nction ow loc  diagrams  
with no representation of data. alling in the middle of the str ct re are diagrams that represent a 

lend of these aspects at di erent levels of delit  with the activit  diagram and enhanced f nction 
ow loc  diagram f ll  re ecting oth data and control dimensions of ehavior.
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Mapping for the N2 Diagram  

On a f nctional N  diagram, the s f nctions are shown on the main diagonal forming an N  N matri  
of cells. Items that are o tp t from a f nction are shown in the f nction s row. Items that are inp t to 
or trigger a f nction are shown in the f nction s col mn. There is no notational di erence to vis all  
di erentiate an inp t from a trigger.  If m ltiple items are o tp t from and inp t to  trigger the same 
pair of f nctions, m ltiple items will e shown in the same item cell. If no items are e changed etween 
a pair of f nctions, the item cell will e empt .

The N  diagram can e e tended to displa  e ternal inp ts and o tp ts which represent e ternal 
interfaces for this f nction. Items appearing in the top row are inp ts  triggers for the f nction that 
are o tp t  a f nction not displa ed on this diagram. Similarl , items in the right hand col mn are 
o tp ts that are inp t to  trigger a f nction not displa ed on this diagram. This e tension of classic N  
diagrams provides val a le conte t, t can e incl ded or not, as desired.
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Iterate

An iterate constr ct is similar to a loop constr ct in that it repeats a se ence of f nctions or constr cts. 
nli e a loop, which is controlled  a logical condition, an iterate constr ct is controlled  a domain 

set which speci es the n m er of iterations.

An iterate constr ct consists of a pair of decision nodes that enclose a ranch and are connected with 
a loop ac  line. The name of the speci ed domain set which determines the n m er of iterations 
either a co nt, a fre enc , or a speci ed set of o ects  is shown a ove the loop ac  line. The ranch 

can contain an  n m er of f nctions and control constr cts. These will e repeatedl  e ec ted in 
se ence  as speci ed  the domain set. 

nli e the loop constr ct in which ehavior on the main ranch is g aranteed to e e ec ted at least 
once, the main ranch of an iterate ma  not e e ec ted depending pon the domain set.

Replicate

The replicate constr ct is a shorthand notation for identical processes that operate in parallel.

A replicate constr ct consists of a pair of nodes la eled RP  that enclose a main ranch and are 
connected with a coordination ranch. This coordination ranch is la eled with the name of the 
associated domain set.
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The ordering of the f nction nodes on the diagonal is ar itrar . This allows the creator to reorder the 
f nctions as desired, which is partic larl  sef l for cl stering anal sis. Among other ses, cl stering 
f nctional nodes which e change a lot of data together helps highlight partitioning strategies to simplif  
interfaces etween s s stems. Other ses align with the Design Str ct re Matri  DSM  concept.
 

e ond cl stering anal sis, the N  diagram is infre entl  sed toda . The lifeline representation of a 
se ence diagram etter comm nicates interactions. Li ewise, most a diences prefer the loc  and 
line format of a simpli ed IDE  diagram to the loc line loc  or matri  format of an N  diagram.

States, Modes, and Transitions
 
State Transition Diagram
State transition diagrams descri e the logical transition of a s stem thro gh vario s states of operation. 
This is a classic s stems notation which has een incl ded in the S sML speci cation. Presented in a 
free form la o t, the state transition diagram represents states, the transitions that connect them, and 
the events that trigger transitions. 

When disc ssing ehavior, the estion of states and the state transition diagram alwa s arises. States 
are an orthogonal approach to loo ing at the ehavior of a s stem. P t simpl  and somewhat loosel , 
a concept that wo ld e drawn as a loc  on an activit  diagram or E D ecomes a line on a state 
transition diagram. Li ewise, a line on an activit  diagram wo ld ecome a loc  on a state transition 
diagram.

Some s stems are well s ited to a state transition representation, and man  individ als nat rall  thin  
this wa . Other s stems are well s ited to a ehavioral representation, and man  nat rall  thin  in this 
pattern. ltimatel , it is p to the team and the individ al whether to se state, ehavior, or oth in 
their anal sis and modeling. If oth are sed, then states, their transitions, and the related events are 
higher level concepts that are reali ed  ehavior.

Level of Detail: Medi m
Audience: S stem and so ware engineers
Content: S stem states and the 
corresponding transitions
Use: Insight into the s stem  ta ing an 
orthogonal loo  at ehavior
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E it nodes esta lish the mapping etween the completion of the decomposition ehavior and the e it 
ranches of the parent f nction. There sho ld e at least one e it node in the f nction decomposition 

for each e it ranch for the f nction. The name for the corresponding e it ranch is shown elow each 
e it node icon. 

Loop

A loop constr ct repeats a se ence of f nctions or constr cts ntil a logical condition is satis ed.

A loop constr ct consists of a pair of decision nodes that enclose a ranch and are connected with a 
loop ac  line. The ranch can contain an  n m er of f nctions and control constr cts. These will e 
repeatedl  e ec ted in se ence. The ranch will t picall  contain a loop e it constr ct to conditionall  
e it the loop constr ct. A descriptive oolean annotation is generall  provided for each loop constr ct 
and is displa ed a ove the loop ac  line.

Loop E it

The loop e it constr ct provides the mechanism for e iting a loop. When the loop e it constr ct is 
enco ntered, the innermost loop is immediatel  terminated, ena ling the constr ct or f nction 
following the loop.
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Mapping for the State Transition Diagram  

or the state transition diagram, child states are drawn as ro nded rectangles. The lines etween states 
represent valid transition paths. Transitions are directional, e iting from one state and entering another. 
While states ma  have m ltiple transitions, transitions are limited to a single entr  and a single e it. 
While transitions can e named and have properties, the foc s is generall  on the event that triggers 
the transition and the corresponding conditions

 Calling events are written in the form EventName condition , and the parentheses are 
written even if the condition is empt

 Signaling events are written in the form EventName condition , t the parentheses are
not written if the condition is empt

 Events ased pon a oolean condition are written in the form when condition
 Events ased pon time are written in the form at condition  if the  occ r at an a sol te

time or a er condition  if the  occ r a er a certain amo nt of time has passed
 An  g ard condition shown in s are rac ets.
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D e to s stem or conte t al considerations, one ranch of the OR constr ct ma  e ec te more or less 
o en than the other. or sim lation p rposes, in addition to descriptive annotations, each ranch ma  

e assigned a selection pro a ilit  ased on this li elihood if nown  to determine how o en it is 
e ec ted d ring the sim lation. If there are no ranch selection pro a ilities, each ranch is ass med 
to have e al li elihood of eing selected for e ec tion.

M lti E it nction

A m lti e it f nction is a control constr ct where m ltiple ranches e it from a f nction and re oin at 
a closing decision node. Li e a select constr ct, onl  a single ranch will e selected. The constr ct 
operates as an e cl sive OR.  What di ers is the manner of selection.

In a m lti e it f nction, each ranch is la eled with the name of its associated e its and can contain an  
n m er of f nctions and control constr cts. At the concl sion of e ec tion, the logic within the main 
f nction nction A a ove  selects the e it ranch for e ec tion either via logical statement or via a 
corresponding e it node within its decomposition.

E it Node

An e it constr ct terminates e ec tion of the process and ret rns control to the parent activit . In the 
e ample elow representing the decomposition of activit  M lti E it nction, when the e it node is 
reached the target node in an activit  diagram or the E IT node in an enhanced f nction ow loc  
diagram , the ehavior of M lti E it nction is completed and whatever f nction or constr ct follows 
M lti E it nction in the parent process wo ld e ena led.
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If a service f nction s pports the transition, the name of the f nction is shown a er the trigging event 
and call information.

In addition, the nodes representing states optionall  displa  entr  what f nctions occ r when 
transitioning into the state , e it what f nctions occ r when transitioning o t of the state , and do 
f nctions the ehavior that ela orates this state .

The a ilit  to e ectivel  read a state transition diagram corresponds more to an individ al s mental 
model than their role or ac gro nd. That said, s stems and so ware engineers are classicall  trained 
to nderstand state transition diagrams. or that reason, the view is an e ective representation when 
ta ing a higher level, orthogonal loo  at the ehavior of the s stem.

Representing the S stem Implementation

M ch as im Long noted that the vario s s stems engineering diagrams of ehavior co ld e plotted 
along a spectr m representing the degree of data and str ct ral content, diagrams representing the 
ph sical architect re can e plotted in two dimensions. The rst dimension the  a is  parallels im s 
concepts of a ehavioral spectr m in the ph sical architect re domain. The spectr m re ects the two 
e  ph sical characteristics of composition the parts tree of a s stem  and connectivit  how those 

parts are interconnected e ternall  and internall . The second dimension is the level of detail moving 
from representations est s ited for s stem architecting and diverse a diences at level  and level  of 
the s stem architect re to representations etter s ited for design and technical a diences at level N 
of the architect re.
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Parallel

The ne t constr ct is the parallel. In contrast to se ences of f nctions where the ne t entit  cannot e 
e ec ted ntil the previo s one completes, the parallel constr ct designates that the parallel ranches 
can e e ec ted conc rrentl  even tho gh the  ma  interact thro gh triggers . Tho gh termed a 
parallel constr ct, the etter description is a don t care  se ence  as the creator of the model is 
maintaining e i ilit  in the s stem design  avoiding specif ing re ired se encing.

A parallel constr ct consists of a for  node followed  separate ranches that re oin and terminate at 
a matching oin node. The constr ct can contain an  n m er of ranches, and each ranch can contain 
an  n m er and com ination of f nctions and control constr cts. 

The constr ct cannot e e ited from the oin node  ntil all ranches have completed their processing. 
Control is then passed to the ne t f nction or constr ct a er the parallel constr ct.

Select

A select constr ct consists of a decision node followed  m ltiple ranches that re oin at a node. As in 
a parallel constr ct, there ma  e an  n m er of ranches, and each ranch ma  contain an  n m er 
of f nctions and control constr cts. t in contrast to a parallel constr ct in which all ranches are 
e ec ted, with a select constr ct, onl  one ranch is e ec ted. Th s, the select constr ct is an e cl sive 
OR.
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loc  De nition Diagram

loc  de nition diagrams DDs  are sed to de ne loc s representing implementation nits 
hardware, so ware, and people  in terms of their str ct re, their classi cation, and their ehavior. 

The  e tend classic ph sical hierarch  diagrams with de ned semantics.

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: S stem so ware engineers 
and s ect matter e perts SMEs
Content: Ph sical composition o en 
incl ding loc  roles and characteristics  
inheritance model
Use: Detailed, m lti level design 
representation of s stem composition, 
inheritance, and corresponding ph sical 
characteristics  so ware class diagram

Mapping for the Block De ni on Diagram (BDD)
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Representing ehavior  Control Constr cts

In a se ence constr ct, control enters the rst f nction in the se ence  in this case, nction A. 
When the rst f nction nishes its e ec tion, control is passed to the ne t f nction in the se ence 

nction . In this simple constr ct, the completion of nction A ena les the e ec tion of nction 
.  nction  can never egin efore nction A completes.  t, a simple se ence is hardl  the most 

sophisticated logic that can e modeled.

S stem ehaviors are represented thro gh a com ination 
of control constr cts that de ne how logical ehavioral  
control ows from one f nction to another. Regardless of 
the pro lem and the domain, at a s stem level, ehavior 
can e represented  a com ination of the following 
e ec ta le constr cts.

Se ence

The simplest constr ct is the se ence. When drawn hori ontall  in a diagram, control is represented 
as owing from le  to right.

In the interest of completeness, we are 
incl ding a disc ssion of the control 
constr cts that determine the logical 

ow of the s stem ehavior. or those 
not familiar with modeling logical 
architect res, it is helpf l to nderstand 
the representation of logical control. 
or those who are alread  familiar with 

this concept, this disc ssion ma  serve 
as a convenient reference.

Representing ehavior
aving set the stage for transitioning from re irements to ehavior, it is now time to consider 

how the s stem ehavior logical architect re  is represented. The ilding loc s of the ehavioral 
architect re are the activities  f nctions that are ased on the re irements. These are connected into 
a ehavioral ow thro gh the se of control constr cts. We will rst consider the control constr cts 
and then see how these are represented in com ination  a variet  of diagrams.
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Nodes on a DD represent elements loc s . Nodes alwa s incl de the element name and fre entl  
incl de additional information to emphasi e design speci cs

 Operations  ehavioral aspects allocated to the loc . Operations descri e 
s nchrono s interactions where the re ester waits for the re est to e handled. 
Operations re ect a s set of the allocated f nctions.

 Receptions  ehavioral aspects allocated to the loc . Receptions descri e  
as nchrono s ehaviors where the re estor can contin e witho t waiting for a repl . 

 Val es  represent anti a le characteristics of a loc  s ch as ph sical and 
performance characteristics  weight, relia ilit , etc. 

 Parts  are the hierarchical composition of the loc  the children . This is classicall  
shown thro gh connecting lines to lower level loc s, t can e collapsed into the 

od  of the node and shown te t all .

The lines on a DD can re ect either a part child relationship in the direction of the arrow  or 
a generali ation  speciali ation relationship per ML S sML standards . When representing 
decomposition in a part child relationship, a lled diamond at the connection point with a parent 
re ects the concept of composition if the parent is destro ed, the part is destro ed as well . An open 
diamond re ects the concept of reference if the parent is destro ed, the child still e ists . At the point 
of connection to the child node, an optional la el can e displa ed, indicating the role the child pla s 
in the part. Li ewise, m ltiplicit  can e shown to indicate the part child cardinalit  the n m er of 
elements .

loc  de nition diagrams can e considered more technical variants of a ph sical hierarch  diagram. 
The diagram certainl  has more readth and depth than a classic hierarch , and this mental model 
leads to the following r le of th m  when considering its se. The greater technical content of the DD, 
incl ding classi cation, loc  roles, and m ltiplicit , ma e the DD an ideal replacement for the ph sical 
hierarch  when dealing with s stems engineers, so ware engineers, and s ect matter e perts who 
crave the detailed, m lti level representation of s stem composition. or a more general a dience, the 
classic hierarch  diagram conve s the critical composition aspects in a satisfactor  manner for their 
needs and interests.

Interface and Ph sical loc  Diagrams

Interface and ph sical loc  diagrams are traditional s stems engineering o and line wiring diagrams 
representing the logical interfaces and ph sical connections etween components within a s stem or 
s stem segment. The interface loc  diagram is o en the rst architect ral loc  diagram that o  
will develop, foc sing rst on the fact that logicall , A m st interface with  efore crossing into the 
details of how that connection is made. At higher levels, these loc  diagrams o en incl de concept al 
comm nication graphics to enhance comm nication, leading to the name architect ral cartoons  or 
architoons.  At lower levels in the s stem hierarch , graphics give wa  to o es and lines, res lting in 

a classic s stem schematic.
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• nclusion designated with the la el incl de  which is a parent child relationship 
etween se cases with the child se case shown at the end of the arrow.

• tension designated with the la el e tend  which re ects the e pansion of the 
main se case nder speci c conditions shown nder the e tend  la el . In the 
e ample, the andle Camera a lt se case e tends the Monitor Environment se case 

nder the fa lt condition.
• Classi ca on designated with the standard ML  S sML n lled arrowhead 

decoration  representing a generali ation  speciali ation relationship etween 
se cases. In the e ample, Man all  Monitor Environment is a speciali ation of the 

Monitor Environment se case.

Actors and loc s are classicall  shown aro nd the o ndar  of the diagram. These are the h mans 
and s stem components involved in the se case. man actors are almost alwa s represented  a 
stic  g re. S stem components hardware or so ware  can e shown either as a rectang lar loc  or 
a stic  g re. eca se di erent teams follow di erent practices, o  sho ld e caref l a o t drawing 
inferences as to whether an actor is a h man or a component ased pon the graphical representation. 
Actors and loc s are connected to the se cases with which the  are involved  nla eled lines.

There are two ca tionar  notes when dealing with se cases. irst, the meaning of se case  has 
somewhat dri ed over time. An original se case as conceived  renowned comp ter scientist Ivar 
aco son is more analogo s to a se ence of activities or a ehavioral thread. Toda , the se case is 

more the title or container of that scenario, which is s se entl  ela orated  a detailed ehavioral 
thread. Second, tho gh the se case diagram is the most fre ent representation of se cases, the 
diagram in isolation is largel  worthless. The greater val e comes from capt ring at least the pre
conditions and post conditions associated with each se case. These ecome the essential conte t and 
ens re that vario s team mem ers are comm nicating e ectivel  as the  leverage se cases to etter 

nderstand the s stem and egin the design process.

While the notation and s m olog  of some S sML diagrams can prove intimidating for general 
a diences, this is not the case for the se case diagram. Whether it is the relativel  lightweight nat re 
of the diagram or the disarming nat re of stic  g res, the se case diagram is a ver  e ective wa  of 
representing se cases and the related actors and loc s largel  independent of the composition of the 
a dience. This ma es the se case diagram an ideal high level view to s pport re irements elicitation 
sessions to etter nderstand the pro lem as well as design sessions to ridge from re irements to 
s stem threads.
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Level of Detail: Medi m
Audience: Diverse a diences e ond s stem and 
so ware engineers
Content: Composition with logical or ph sical 
connectivit
Use: Speci cation of logical or ph sical connections  

o ndar  de nition  insight into e ternal 
connections

Mapping for Interface an  h ical Block Diagram
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Mapping for the Use Case Diagram

On a given se case diagram, the se cases are drawn as ovals within a containing frame. The la el at 
the top of the frame represents the s stem or component descri ed  the diagram. The se cases 
shown on the diagram can e related to other se cases with three relationships
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Components are drawn as nodes or graphics and classicall  la eled with the loc  name and n m er. 
Connections  either logical interfaces or ph sical lin s  are represented as lines etween nodes. An 

nconnected interface or lin  is o en drawn as an nterminated line re ecting an open connection. 
Connections are classicall  la eled with the element name and optionall  displa  the items eing 
carried delimited  races  for additional detail.

The loc and line representation with no special s m olog  positions the loc  diagram for se with 
a road a dience. This is partic larl  tr e when drawn as an architoon to conve  the conte t and top 
level ph sical architect re. The interface and ph sical loc  diagrams emphasi e connectivit  rather 
than composition or design detail. or those aspects, DDs and internal loc  diagrams are m ch etter 
choices. Additionall , those trained in the S sML notation prefer the richness and s m olog  of the 
internal loc  diagram over the classic loc  diagram, even when a stracted to the same level of detail.

Internal loc  Diagram

The internal loc  diagram I D  is a S sML e tension of the classical ph sical loc  diagram. Tho gh 
the I D can e drawn sing graphics to create an architoon, the I D is classicall  drawn with loc s 
representing the interconnected parts in a s stem or s s stem. The I D goes e ond the classic loc  
diagrams to show additional design detail on nodes, lin s, and ports where lin s connect to loc s.

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: S stem so ware 
engineers and SMEs
Content: Speci cation of logical 
or ph sical connectivit  o en 
with ports, directionalit , and 
corresponding data ows
Use: Speci cation of logical or 
ph sical connections
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Li e the hierarch  diagram, the spider diagram is a generic vis al er  with no implied semantic 
meaning. As a simple node and line diagram with no special s m olog , it is easil  accessi le  a 

road a dience. ood comm nication in a spider diagram is o en heavil  in enced  the creator. As 
a free form diagram, it sho ld e con g red in a wa  calc lated to displa  the relationships depicted in 
an nderstanda le and informative manner. 

se Case Diagram

Classicall  sed to help elicit re irements from sta eholders, se case diagrams descri e the 
f nctionalit  of a s stem from the ser perspective. The se case diagram is a graphical representation 
of actors h mans , loc s components , and se cases. As s ch, the  are also a ver  e ective ridge 
in the s stems engineering o rne  from re irements to s stem ehavior.

Level of Detail: Low
Audience: eneral
Content: se cases 
and corresponding 
actors components
Use: igh level 
tool to elicit 
re irements  

ridge from 
re irements to 
s stem threads
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Mapping for the Internal Block Diagram (IBD)

In this variant of a component wiring diagram, the parts are shown as nodes on the diagram. In addition 
to the part name, the part role is indicated at the top of the node. Parts that are connected t e ond 
the o nds of the diagram are shown as o es on the diagram frame.

Lines connecting to a node can re ect either the logical connections interfaces  etween parts or, 
more classicall , the ph sical connections lin s  etween parts. As with traditional loc  diagrams, the 
connections are la eled with the name of the element and optionall  with the items carried  the 
connection delimited  races .
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Representing the o rne  from Re irements to     
ehavior

Spider Diagram

The spider diagram provides a complete conte t al view of a set of elements and their interrelationships. 
nli e a hierarch  diagram, each entit  is represented once and onl  once. In addition, the free form 

presentation does not arti ciall  impl  a hierarchical relationship that ma  not e ist. The res lt is an 
e tremel  powerf l representation  neither traditional nor S sML  for anal sis and comm nication 
as o  contin e the engineering o rne  thro gh s stems design.

As with a hierarch  diagram, a spider diagram is ased on the com ination of a root element and a 
set of relationships. The element de nes the starting point for the diagram. The set of relationships 
identi es which lin s to traverse when ilding the diagram. The relationships potentiall  m ltiple  

etween the elements are then shown as connecting lines. The lines of convergence and divergence 
help identif  critical aspects in the model.

Level of Detail: Low
Audience: eneral
Content: Names and relationships
Use: Conte t al view of o ects of interest with no implied meaning
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Ports re ect additional design details re ecting how connections connect to the parts. Ports are drawn 
as s ares on the o ndar  of the part, can e nested within other ports, and can e la eled with 
their own name re ecting identit . Ports have arrows re ecting directionalit  of ow in, o t, or ino t . 
Ports optionall  displa  all and soc et st le decorations re ecting provided interfaces drawn as alls 
connected to the port  and re ired interfaces drawn as soc ets .

Internal loc  diagrams have a m ch higher level of detail than a classic ph sical or interface loc  
diagram. This detail and the corresponding notations ma e I Ds ideal for detailed design speci cation 
of logical or ph sical connectivit  when comm nicated to s stem engineers, so ware engineers, and 
s ect matter e perts. This same level of detail can ecome pro lematic at higher levels of a straction 
and with roader a diences. In those cases, it is o en est to leverage the loc  diagram with its 
similar content and str ct re at an architect ral level.

Interface and Ph sical N  Diagrams

Tho gh infre entl  sed, interface and ph sical N  diagrams leverage the same concepts of the 
f nctional N  diagram to represent interfaces and ph sical connections within a s stem or s stem 
segment. These variants of the N  diagram present a simpli ed representation of connectivit  etween 
parts. What these diagrams lac  in technical detail and st le  of vario s loc  diagram representations, 
the  deliver in simplicit  and clarit .

Level of Detail: Low
Audience: eneral
Content: Single level composition 
with corresponding logical 
interface  or ph sical lin  

connections
Use: Identi cation of connections  
cl stering anal sis

Ports re ect additional design details re ecting how connections connect to the parts. Ports are drawn 
as s ares on the o ndar  of the part, can e nested within other ports, and can e la eled with 
their own name re ecting identit . Ports have arrows re ecting directionalit  of ow in, o t, or ino t . 
Ports optionall  displa  all and soc et st le decorations re ecting provided interfaces drawn as alls 
connected to the port  and re ired interfaces drawn as soc ets .

Internal loc  diagrams have a m ch higher level of detail than a classic ph sical or interface loc  
diagram. This detail and the corresponding notations ma e I Ds ideal for detailed design speci cation 
of logical or ph sical connectivit  when comm nicated to s stem engineers, so ware engineers, and 
s ect matter e perts. This same level of detail can ecome pro lematic at higher levels of a straction 
and with roader a diences. In those cases, it is o en est to leverage the loc  diagram with its 
similar content and str ct re at an architect ral level.

Interface and Ph sical N  Diagrams

Tho gh infre entl  sed, interface and ph sical N  diagrams leverage the same concepts of the 
f nctional N  diagram to represent interfaces and ph sical connections within a s stem or s stem 
segment. These variants of the N  diagram present a simpli ed representation of connectivit  etween 
parts. What these diagrams lac  in technical detail and st le  of vario s loc  diagram representations, 
the  deliver in simplicit  and clarit .
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Specifications

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: eneral incl ding contract o cers
Content: S stem or s s stem re irements
Use: Te t al representation of re irements  generall  compliant with a speci c 
doc ment format  sed for milestone reviews and transmission across contract al 

o ndaries matrices
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Mapping for Interface and Physical N2 Diagrams  

On these N  diagrams, the child components are shown on the main diagonal forming an N  N matri  
of cells. Connections  either logical interfaces or ph sical lin s  that connect a pair of components 
are shown on the o diagonal. Since the diagram foc ses on ph sical connection as opposed to 
directionalit , there are no arrows shown on the diagram. Instead, the diagram simpl  represents who 
is connected to whom.

The lac  of directionalit  means that half of the o diagonal locations are red ndant. If A is connected 
to , we now that  is connected to A. Rather than showing this information twice, onl  the pper half 
of the diagram is sed. The lower o diagonal cells will e empt   de nition.

As with the f nctional N  diagram, o  can man all  change the order of the components on the 
diagonal. This can e sef l for cl stering anal sis. It is the raw simplicit  and the cl stering anal sis 
that is the primar  val e of the interface and ph sical N  diagrams.
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The enhanced s m olog  of re irement diagrams serves those who need to nderstand how the 
re irements are satis ed and provides an easil  tracea le view of the relationship of the re irements 
to the applica le activities. owever, that same s m olog  can e an inhi itor when comm nicating 
with those who have not een trained in the notation. re entl , it proves most e ective to se 
hierarch  diagrams with general a diences and e ivalent re irement diagrams with s stems and 
so ware engineers. 

Additional Re irement Views

Re irements are te t all  ased and can e represented in other, more te t al, views. These incl de 
ta les s ch as re irements lists, tracea ilit  matrices, and veri cation matrices  and speci cations 
of vario s con g rations tailored to the needs and ses of the modeler. It is important to note that 
these representations are views as m ch as an  diagram. Properl  implemented, the  are eries of 
the nderl ing s stem model that e tract the desired information and then present it in a str ct red 
te t al format with the information content and la o t tailored to the comm nication p rpose and the 
corresponding a dience.

Tables

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: eneral
Content: 
Re irements, 
properties, and 
relationships
Use: Re irement 
lists  tracea ilit  
matrices  veri cation 
matrices
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Connecting Architect re to Anal sis 
When descri ing the role s stems engineers pla , fre entl  the analog  is drawn to a cond ctor and 
an orchestra. While the coordination aspect is appropriate, the greater analog  falls apart. The etter 
analog  is that of connective tiss e inding together the vario s engineers, s ect matter e perts, 
managers, sers, and sta eholders whose collective nowledge and insights contri te to s ccessf ll  
engineering the right s stem.

S ccessf ll  connecting across the pro ect involves comm nicating ideas a o t what is needed, 
e periences from the past, insights into potential designs, and concerns regarding potential ris s 
and pro lems. It also re ires connecting the man  anal tical considerations that ring rigor to 
s stems engineering. There are a host of detailed anal tical engineering models that govern these 
considerations  forces, resistance, power, id d namics, relia ilit , maintaina ilit , and m ch more. 
Tho gh the man  engineering disciplines and other elds involved ma  have developed independentl , 
these anal tics are not independent. The  are o en closel  co pled and m st e properl  connected in 
order to s ccessf ll  e plore possi le sol tions in the s stems engineering trade space.

M ch in the wa  that the s stems engineer serves as connective tiss e across the pro ect team, the 
sol tion architect re is the connective tiss e connecting e  anal tical models that will ltimatel  govern 
s stem performance and via ilit . Most fre entl , these detailed anal tical models are interrelated 
via the ph sical architect re components and their interconnections , tho gh the ehavioral 
dimension sho ld not e overloo ed. Done properl , the s stem architect re ecomes the one model 
to coordinate them all,  and several graphical representations help capt re and comm nicate these 
critical interrelationships.
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A node on a re irement diagram represents a given element and shows its t pe, name, and description. 
The lines connecting nodes represent relationships with the re irement diagram standardi ed to 
represent the following semantics

 A circle with a pl s sign or, less fre entl , the la el containment  re ecting the  
partitioning of a comple  re irement witho t the addition of meaning e.g., the 
decomposition of a compo nd re irement into its atomic statements

 deriveR t  re ecting decomposition into a more detailed re irement where anal sis was 
sed to arrive at the new re irement statement

 satisf  re ecting an assertion that the model element generall  an activit  or a loc  
satis es the re irement  and

 verif  referencing a test case or other aspect of veri cation.

Mapping for the Requirement Diagram
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Level of Detail: igh
Audience: S stem engineers and s ect matter e perts 
Content: Ph sical and logical architect re aspects with associated e ations and parameters
Use: E pressing anal tics of the s stem design

Constraint loc  De nition Diagram

The constraint loc  de nition diagram constraint DD  is a variant of the ph sical architect re DD 
re ecting the composition of constraints rather than the composition of components. The diagram 

ses a hierarchical la o t to represent the e  e ations and design parameters that govern s stem 
performance.
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Individ al nodes can e e panded or collapsed to show additional relationships or hide additional detail 
as desired to enhance the comm nication val e of the diagram. When a node is collapsed, a lac  
s are is placed in the pper le  corner of the node as an indicator that there are more relationships 
which have not een shown. When an element occ rs m ltiple times on the same diagram as with 
Wor station  in the sample hierarch  diagram , a lac  s are is fre entl  placed in the pper right 

as a c e to the reader.

eca se of its classic format and the a sence of an  speciali ed s m olog , the hierarch  diagram is 
well s ited for all t pes of a diences. The information content is intentionall  ept low to maintain 
foc s on the interrelationships etween s stem elements  composition, tracea ilit , or oth. At its 
core, the hierarch  diagram represents a generic vis al er  with no de ned semantics. 

Re irement Diagram

The re irement diagram is a S sML e tension of the classical hierarch  diagram standardi ing the 
representation of e  aspects of re irements  nota l  decomposition into child re irements 
and tracea ilit  to s stem elements that satisf  or verif  the given re irement. To conve  greater 
information, diagram nodes o en show the element description. As a res lt, re irement diagrams 

ic l  ecome ite large and therefore are fre entl  limited to displa  conte t for st a handf l 
of re irements. Recogni ing this, re irement diagrams are fre entl  complemented with a ta lar 
representation.

Level of Detail: 
Medi m
Audience: S stem
so ware engineers
Content: Names, 
relationships, and 
descriptions
Use: Conte t for 
limited set of 
re irements
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Nodes on a DD represent constraints the e ations governing the s stem and the corresponding 
parameters  as well as their connection points design parameters on elements in the s stem 
architect re . Most fre entl , the design parameters are associated with the ph sical architect re 
components and lin s  or ehavioral architect re f nctions , t the  can e drawn from an where 

in the descriptive s stem model. Nodes displa  the element name, the constraints the e ations that 
govern the anal tics , and the parameters the design val es of interest .

Constraint DDs are a rather clean representation of constraints and the manner in which the  connect 
to the ph sical and logical dimensions of the architect re aspects. Their technical depth ma es them 
well s ited for engineers and other s ect matter e perts. While the  are a sef l representation, the 
hierarchical tree str ct re does not strongl  conve  the nat re and comple it  of the interactions. The 
parametric diagram o en does a m ch etter o  of vis all  representing the lines of convergence and 
divergence to identif  critical parameters in o r model.

Mapping for the on traint Block De ni on Diagram
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Representing Re irements
ierarch  Diagram

The hierarch  diagram  one of the oldest and most sed s stems engineering graphical views 
represents relationships etween several la ers or t pes of elements. There is no pre de ned semantic 
for a hierarch , allowing the creator to de ne the speci c set of relationships to deliver the desired 
representation and insight. Sample ses incl de representing re irements hierarchies as well as 
f nctional composition, ph sical composition, and tracea ilit  across the design. 

A hierarch  diagram is ased on the com ination of a root element and a set of relationships to displa . 
The root element de nes the starting point for the diagram and is classicall  shown as a node on the 
top in a top down representation  or le  in a le to right representation . Individ al elements are 
shown as nodes with the relationships etween the elements shown as connecting lines. Classicall , the 
information content is ept to a minim m with nodes showing element names and perhaps n m er, 
t pe, or class altho gh an  information can e displa ed, as desired . The emphasis in a hierarch  
diagram is on interrelationships, with connecting lines fre entl  la eled to clearl  comm nicate the 
nat re of the relationship etween the elements nless the diagram onl  shows composition a p re 
hierarch  of re irements, f nctions, or components .

Level of Detail: Low
Audience: eneral
Content: Names and 
relationships
Use: M lti level 
decomposition of 
re irements
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Parametric Diagram

Parametric diagrams represent the constraints and anal tics associated with the logical and ph sical 
architect re in a o and line, wiring diagram format rather than the hierarchical representation of a 
constraint DD. This enhances the vis ali ation of the anal tical relationships etween e  s stems 
parameters and the e ations that govern s stems.

Level of Detail: igh
Audience: S stem engineers and s ect matter e perts 
Content: Ph sical and logical architect re aspects with associated e ations and parameters
Use: Mathematical speci cation and vis ali ation of relationships etween e  s stem 
parameters
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S stems engineering has not et arrived at a single metamodel that de nes o r concepts, their conte t, 
and the interrelationships in a formal wa  that nderpins the necessar  nowledge capt re, anal sis, 
and comm nication. The following is one representation of critical s stems engineering concepts and 
their interrelationships spanning re irements, ehavior, architect re, and test. ased pon  ears 
of practical application and contin ed evol tion, this integrated model presents a high level view of not 
onl  the ltimate speci cation of a s stem, t also the o rne  to that speci cation  concerns opened 
and closed, ris s identi ed and managed, and more. 

In this single repositor  se ng, views are d namicall  generated directl  from the s stem design 
repositor , ens ring that the  are consistent with c rrent design details. A change made in an  view 
changes the design information in the repositor  and, conversel , a change made to the data ase is 
a tomaticall  re ected in the views. In this wa , the comm nication thro gh the views of the model 
is real time  in representing the c rrent state of the design at the moment the view is generated. 

rthermore, eca se an  changes to a view are re ected directl  into the model itself, all other 
views drawn from the model will comm nicate the model consistent with the latest changes. In short, 
ever one interested in the model can e certain that the  are seeing it  regardless of the chosen view 

 consistentl  and conc rrentl  with the rest of the model s constit enc .

With that ac gro nd, we will t rn o r attention to the lang age of model comm nication.
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Constraints are shown as nodes with their vario s e ations and varia les. Lines connecting the nodes 
represent the mappings etween s stems parameters. These lines are la eled with the local varia le  
parameter name at each end. Parametric val es from architect ral entities can e represented as ports 
on the diagram frame or as simple nodes within the diagram.

The interconnected, spider li e nat re of the parametric diagram helps comm nicate the lin ed nat re 
of the anal tics that govern a s stem. At a detail level, the diagrams comm nicate the mathematical 
relationship etween e  s stems parameters to engineers and other sta eholders. At a more a stract 
level, the same diagram is e ective in comm nicating the interdependencies to a non technical 
a dience. owever, parametric diagrams come with a ca tionar  note that is relevant regardless of 
the a dience. Simpl  eca se one can represent e ations and interrelationships graphicall  does not 
mean that one sho ld. Parametric diagrams are easil   and o en  overdone. Rather than representing 
a sol tel  ever thing to an atomic level of detail, parametric diagrams are o en est limited to the e  
s stems e ations.

Mapping for the Parametric Diagram
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eca se of s stems engineering s histor  with defense and aerospace disciplines, it is tempting to see 
it in terms that are con ned to those spaces. Whether it is the li ard of acron ms that are partic lar 
to that mar et sector or the se of terms in wa s that are con ned to narrowl  related disciplines, the 

se of argon and speciali ed comm nication limits the readth of comm nication possi le.

It is therefore inc m ent on the s stems engineering profession to adopt as large a set of e pressions 
as possi le in order to e pand the e ective reach of s stems engineering and, in the process, reali e 
the economic opport nit  represented  that e pansion.  comm nicating with a large and diverse 
a dience, s stems engineering can est serve the glo al demand for s stem sol tions.

The Model
 de nition, the essence of model ased s stem engineering is fo nd in the models it creates. A 

s stems engineering model is at its root a representation of a ph sical realit  which can e a pro lem 
or its sol tion. It represents the elements, interrelationships, and characteristics that ma e p the 
s stem eing modeled. The views sed to descri e s ch a model sho ld e drawn directl  from the 
model itself. In the views we will consider, the model resides in a single repositor   a single so rce 
of tr th. That repositor  consists of elements that are modi ed  attri tes o en referred to as 
properties  and related to other elements. This str ct re corresponds to the o ect oriented approach. 

S stems engineering is nderpinned  a f ndamental o en 
nstated  information model. As o  e ec te s stems engineering 
processes as re ected  the INCOSE S stems Engineering 

and oo  or other g ides, o  are implicitl  eliciting, 
developing, anal ing, reviewing, and ltimatel  controlling 

this information. ood model ased s stems engineering 
is far less a o t the diagrams and notations sed to 

comm nicate this model than it is a o t having a clear, 
de ned information model that capt res the elements, 

attri tes, and relationships essential to s ccessf ll  
engineering a s stem. Perhaps most of all, it is a o t the 

relationships, eca se s stems and s stems engineering are 
de ned  the interactions etween parts that deliver the 

performance of the whole.

S stems engineering
is nderpinned 

 a f ndamental 
o en nstated  

information model.
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Concl sion
The fo ndational p rpose of all these views is comm nication. The  each represent a speci c, de ned 
s set of the information that ma es p a s stem model. When the  are drawn from a single model 
with g aranteed c rrenc  and consistenc , the  ecome powerf l tools in representing and anal ing 
the readth of concerns faced when engineering a s stem. t their f ndamental power lies in their 
a ilit  to comm nicate richl  and e ectivel  across a diverse comm nit  of pro ect team mem ers and 
sta eholders. The s stems engineer who draws from this road collection will have at her ngertips the 
a ilit  to match the comm nication needs of her a dience with e actl  the right vehicle for conve ing 

nderstanding of the s stem design.

An  limitation of the set comes at the price of comm nication with all those who might nd the 
e cl ded representations helpf l. Whether this is done in the name of standardi ing  on some s set 
of representations or thro gh a fail re to nderstand and se the views correctl , comm nication is 
impoverished  it.

In the same manner, an  fail re to draw these views directl  from a model ris s oth c rrenc  and 
consistenc . In this case, not onl  is comm nication impaired, t the design integrit  of the s stem 
itself is also p t at ris . If one is forced to maintain drawings  hand, the onl  choice is to limit the 
n m er of representations sed, trading o  the cost of maintaining drawings against the ene t of 
enhanced comm nication.

t lin ing a rich palette of views with a tool powerf l eno gh to maintain, trac , and prod ce them 
o ers the a ilit  to nderstand, design, and comm nicate tailored sol tions to solve the pro lems of a 
glo al environment in need of s stems engineering.

Many Viewpoints, Countless Views, One Integrated Solution
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In ling istic terms, this is a pro lem of prod ctive  and receptive  voca laries. O r prod ctive 
voca lar  is composed of the words we can se to prod ce messages. O r receptive voca lar  
incl des all the words we can recogni e and nderstand in receiving messages from others.

When we spea  or otherwise transmit ideas, we need to se a prod ctive voca lar  that matches the 
receptive voca lar  of o r intended a dience as closel  as possi le. When that happens, we prod ce 
messages that can e received and nderstood  the a dience. If we se a prod ctive voca lar  that 
isn t a part of the receptive voca lar  of the a dience, o r meaning will not e conve ed.

O vio sl , di erent ac gro nds and e periences res lt in the development of di erent receptive 
voca laries. The greater the diversit  of a diences that s stems engineering senders m st comm nicate 
with, the wider the senders  prod ctive voca laries m st e in order to match all potential a diences. 
The s stems engineering a dience is large and ge ng larger. As ac nowledged  the International 
Co ncil on S stems Engineering in their  vision, A World in Motion, Systems Engineering Vision 
2025

Sta eholder E pectations Drive S stem Trends. S stem performance e pectations and man  s stem 
characteristics will re ect the glo al societal and technological trends that shape sta eholder 
val es. E amples of s stem sta eholders are  

 S stem sers 
o The general p lic 
o P lic and private corporations 
o Trained s stem operators 

 S stem Sponsors 
o nding organi ations 
o Investors 
o Ind strial leaders and politicians 

 Polic  Ma ers 
o Politicians 
o P lic private administrators 

Across a wide variet  of domains, sta eholders are demanding increased f nctionalit , higher 
relia ilit , shorter prod ct life c cles, and lower prices. Sta eholders are also demanding 
environmentall  and sociall  accepta le sol tions that ass re safet  and personal sec rit  while 
delivering more val e to the sers. In ma imi ing val e to sta eholders, s stems engineers have 
to cope with greater levels of comple it  and interdependence of s stem elements as well as cost, 
sched les and alit  demands. INCOSE , A World in Motion, Systems Engineering Vision 
2025, p. .
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Additional Reso rces
Those interested in more information on s stems engineering representations and the concept of 
integrated model ased s stems engineering ma  appreciate the following reso rces

• IPS , Dra  ederal Information Processing Standards P lication , NIST, .
 Sanford riedenthal, Alan Moore, and Ric  Steiner, A Practical ide to S sML  The S stems   

    Modeling Lang age, rd edition OM  Press, .
 oe olt and Simon Perr , S sML for S stems Engineering, nd edition  A Model ased 

Approach, IET, .
 Ro ert Lano, The N  Chart TRW So ware Series, .
 David Long and Zane Scott, A Primer for Model ased S stems Engineering, nd edition, 

.
 im Long, Relationships etween Common raphical Representations in S stems 

Engineering,  Proceedings of the i h Ann al International S mposi m of INCOSE, l   
s se entl  pdated l   and availa le from the Vitech we site at  

www.vitechcorp.com .
 Tim Weil iens, S stems Engineering with S sML ML  Modeling, Anal sis, Design OM  

Press, .

http://www.vitechcorp.com/
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The goal of lang age is to give voice to the meaning that we assign to the 
tho ghts, e periences, and o servations we e perience thro gho t 
o r lives. In the conte t of model ased s stems engineering, this tas  

ears the rden of conve ing the meaning of o r sol tion designs. 
We ild a data model of the sol tion and o en alternatives  
composed of the elements, relationships, and attri tes of the 
s stem sol tion.

The lang age that we se to depict the sol tions nder design 
consists of a set of views. These ma  e graphical or word

ased, t in an  case, the  represent a s set of information 
from or a o t the model arranged for presentation according 
to a set of r les prescri ed for constr cting that view. Views are 
or sho ld e  constr cted  er ing the model for the needed 

information and then assem ling the information into an agreed
pon format.

This paper disc sses that lang age and its ilding loc s. We will e amine vario s s stems engineering 
views in some detail, pa ing partic lar attention to the information the  conve , the format the  se 
to conve  it, and the intended a dience the  are designed to reach. The intent is not to provide an 
e ha stive treatise on the detailed notation a p rpose etter served  g ides, te t oo s, and formal 
speci cations , t instead an overview of man  views, the information that nderpins them, their 
interrelationships, and their e ective se.

Considering the A dience
An  consideration of the choice of e pressions m st egin with the a dience. The p rpose of 
comm nication is to transfer information and the meaning  assigned to it in a wa  that creates a 
pict re in the mind of the a dience that matches the pict re in the sender s mind. Therefore, the rst 
criterion in choosing a representation or view is that it m st spea  to the intended a dience. In this 
wa , the sender can cast the information or meaning in a form that will e nderstood  the a dience 
in the same wa  it is  the sender.

What will spea  to a given a dience is determined  the ac gro nd and e perience that shape the 
wa  the a dience comm nicates. If the a dience is a gro p of siness administration professionals, 
the  are li el  to e acc stomed to and comforta le with ow charts as a wa  of depicting process 

ows. Other e pressions of process ows se ence diagrams, for e ample  ma  show inp ts, o tp ts, 
and se ences, t do so in a wa  that need e planation and an orientation to the view. The choice of 
an nfamiliar view slows or o str cts comm nication, so the sender m st e conscio s of the potential 
for this pro lem given the a dience ac gro nd and composition.

The lang age 
that we se to depict 
the sol tions nder 
design consists of 

a set of views.
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A o t the A thors
Zane Scott is Vice President for Professional Services at Vitech Corporation. 
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Introd ction
In , im Long presented a seminal paper at the International S mposi m of the International 
Co ncil on S stems Engineering in which he set o t the relational conte t for a range of ehavioral 
views sed to depict the logical architect re of s stems nder st d  or design. That doc ment has 
g ided o r thin ing and conte t for the ens ing ears, giving s a wa  of thin ing a o t the str ct re 
of o r presentation of design information.

Over the ears, we have come to the reali ation that the wor  Long started in that paper was an 
invitation for s to e tend its application to other views. is rst steps have inspired s to contin e the 
o rne  and to spread the val e of his approach to an even wider a dience. In that spirit we o er this 

paper in the hope that it rings discipline and rigor to the s stems engineering conversation and proves 
as helpf l to the reader as his paper has for a diences across the ears.

Comm nication
The INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook la s o t ve essential ene ts of model ased s stems 
engineering

• oved co unica ons among the development sta eholders e.g. the c stomer,
program management, s stems engineers, hardware and so ware developers, testers, and 
specialt  engineering disciplines .

• nc eased a ilit  to ana e s ste  co le it   ena ling a s stem model to e viewed 
from m ltiple perspectives and to anal e the impact of changes.

• oved oduct ualit   providing an nam ig o s and precise model of the
s stem that can e eval ated for correctness and completeness. 

• n anced no led e ca tu e and re se of the information  capt ring information
in more standardi ed wa s and leveraging ilt in a straction mechanisms inherent in model
driven approaches. This in t rn can res lt in red ced c cle time and lower maintenance costs 
to modif  the design.

• oved a ilit  to teac  and lea n  funda entals  providing a clear and
nam ig o s representation of the concepts INCOSE  S stems Engineering and oo , 

p. .

A o t Vitech
or over two decades, Vitech has helped organi ations raise their s stems engineering pro cienc  

thro gh a tailored com ination of training, services, and so ware.  engaging with Vitech, organi ations 
aro nd the glo e increase their prod ctivit , enhance agilit , and red ce pro ect ris . 

nli e siloed approaches and prod cts that mas  critical conte t and s stem interactions, Vitech s 
approach and its ENESYS  and CORE  so ware em race the holistic aspects of s stems engineering. 
These sol tions ena le teams to clearl  capt re and address s stems concerns from pro lem 
identi cation thro gh re irements, architect re, and testing in an integrated model. These sol tions 
manage critical interrelationships to g arantee consistenc  and design integrit . The res lt is a team 
empowered to engineer with con dence, free to foc s on creativit , innovation, and anal sis to 
e ectivel  deliver against sta eholder needs.
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